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ABSTRACT 

The light scattering problem of a sphere on or near a plane surface 

is solved using an extension of Mie theory. The approach taken is to solve 

the boundary conditions at the sphere and at the surface simultaneously 

and develop the scattering amplitude and Mueller scattering matrices. This 

is performed by projecting the fields in the half space region not. including 

the sphere multiplied by an appropriate Fresnel reflection coefficient onto 

the half space region including the sphere. An assumption is made that 

the scattered fields from the sphere, reflecting off the surface and inter

acting with the sphere, are incident on the surface at near-normal inci

dence. The exact solution is asymptotically approached when either the 

sphere is a large distance from the surface or the conductivity of the 

medium behind the surface approaches infinity. 

The solution is greatly simplified in the asymptotic limit when the 

sphere is small compared with the wavelength. Comparisons are made bet

ween the experimental Mueller matrices of a contaminated surface and 

matrices predicted using this simplified system. Comparisons are also made 

between experimental BRDFs and those predicted using the sphere-surface 

scattering theory. 
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It was a dark and stormy night. The monotonous pitter-patter of 

rain on the roof left a dull throbbing in my head. The air was as stale as 

a metaphor used in an old detective novel. Outside, the fog had lifted, 

leaving a fine mist on the study window. A break in the high, thin clouds 

revealed the full moon rising above the eastern mountains. Surrounding it 

were two sets of rings. The outer ring was nearly colorless, easily recog

nizable as the 220 ice-crystal ring. Only a few degrees from the moon, 

however, was another set of rings. I glanced at the headlights of a bat

tered Chevy inching up the winding road, now pitted and muddy from the 

daylong rain. The Chevy was still far enough away that the lights appeared 

as two bright fireflies. Surrounding each of these small sources was a 

spectacular set of rings, as colorful as any rainbow I could remember, yet 

only a few degrees from the source. The center was a brilliant blue which 

blended to green, then to yellow and then red. I contemplated the size of 

the water droplets remaining in the air from the lifted fog when I gasped 

in astonishment. As the car drove past the window, the radii of the rings 

decreased noticeably, to approximately half their original size. The size of 

the droplets could not vary by a factor of two and yet give such distinct 

sets of rings. I rushed out into the front yard. The cold spring air pierced 

my skin through my nightshirt. The dew on the grass springing up bet

ween my toes caused my feet to tingle. The Chevy could still be heard 

splashing through a dip in the road. Only the 220 halo surrounded the 

moon. A light could be seen through the wooded countryside. The still air 

was clear. The light neither flickered nor had rings. Frustrated by the lack 

of physical phenomena, I resigned myself to return to the dissertation 

which cluttered my desk. As I turned to enter the house, I could see the 

reading lamp above the desk. Surrounding the lamp was a beautiful set of 
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rings. As I walked from the front of the window to the edge, the rings' 

size increased. The effect was unmistakeable and repeatable, due to the 

tiny water droplets condensed on the study window. 

Greater than ninety-nine percent of the visual information we receive 

is a result of scattered light, yet the scattering interactions are so com

plicated that greater than ninety-nine percent is not very well understood. 

Theoretically, only a few perfect systems have been solved completely: the 

scattering of light from an ideal plane surface, a perfect sphere, and a 

perfect cylinder. Certain modifications and combinations of these scattering 

systems have also been solved for. A number of manuscripts dealing with 

these and other systems are listed in the reference section. I will limit the 

background to that which directly played a part in this particular work, 

the scattering of an arbitrarily incident plane wave on a sphere of arbitrary 

size and optical constants resting on or above an infinite planar interface 

separating two mediums of arbitrary refractive indices <the incident medium 

is non-absorbing). 

In the beginning, there was Mie, but before him there were several 

others. Although much of modern scattering theory is rooted in the work 

of Gustav Mie (1908), it is only fair to mention that there were many 

others before him who contributed to (and actually completed) the work 

which predicts the scattered fields resulting when a plane wave is incident 

on a sphere, known as Mie theory. Mie theory is the meat of this disser

tation, although the methodology more closely re~embles the formulation 

used by Debye (1909), which is very similar to that used by Clebsch (1863, 

yes that's 1863 .... before Maxwell). A few other works are also needed. 

The potatoes of this dissertation are the Fresnel reflection coefficients 

which are derived in any (respectable) book on general optics and/or elec

tromagnetic theory. I couple this derivation with Sommerfeld's theory (1909, 
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1911, 1926) of the scattered radiation from an oscillating dipole near a plane 

interface, and actually use Weyl's (1919) interpretation of Sommerfeld's 

theory. I generally stick with meat and potatoes, but to keep from getting 

scurvy, or some other dreadful disease, we need to borrow a translation 

addition theorem for vector spherical harmonics. These fruits and vegeta

bles are provided for by Stein (1961), Cruzan (1962), and Bobbert and Vlie

ger (1986). This is essentially all that is needed. Dessert is optional. I re

commend a Haagen Dazs ice cream bar or a slice of my grandmother's 

apple pie. 

This dissertation could be derived directly from the works just men

tioned. It would only be fair to mention a few other works which provided 

insight and, in many cases, mathematical first aid. These are Stratton 

(1941), Abramowitz and Stegun (1972), and Nahm and Wolfe (1987). Funding 

for this research was provided by Itek Optical Systems. 
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CHAPI'ER. 2 

TIm VECfOR WAVE EQUATION 

The starting point in deriving the scattered field from a sphere-sur

face system is with the derivation of vector wave functions from Max

well's equations. Although the vector wave equation is solved in many 

texts (Stratton, Jackson, Bohren & Huffman, etc.), it is instructive to at 

least pass through the more important steps in the process, especially 

since later derivations depend on the particular solutions chosen. Because 

the choice of functions for solutions is not unique, it is wise to choose 

functions which will simplify the problem. 

The reason for deriving vector wave fUnctions is to simplify the 

problem of satisfying boundary conditions on a surface. The vector equa

tion is reduced to a scalar equation. The vector wave equation which is 

derived in most texts on electromagnectic theory is 

aE2 aE 2 aH 2 aH 
V2 E - "S--::- - "CI-- = 0 V H - "S--::- - "CI-- = o. 

t" ae t" at ' t" ae t" at (2.1) 

By assuming a time dependence of the form e±iwt these equations 

can be rewritten as follows: 

(2.2) 

where E and H are the electric and magnetic field vectors, respectively and 

k2 = W
2S(! + iCl(!w. In addition, since there are no free charges in the stated 

problem, 

V • E = 0, V • H = O. (2.3) 

E and H are also related by the following: 

V X E = iw(!H, and V X H = -iwsE. (2.4) 
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The object is to find a pair of vector functions, M and N, with these 

properties which can be used to represent the electric and magnetic fields. 

This procedure is described in detail in Stratton. By assuming M to be the 

curl of another function, the condition imposed by 2.3 will be maintained. 

The first construction is 

II = V X (eu). (2.5) 

Using the vector identity, 

(2.6) 

this can be rewritten as 

(2.7) 

which will allow M to satisfy the conditions imposed by 2.2 as long as u 

is a solution to the scalar wave equation: 

The conditions of 2.4 are satisfied by constructing 

1 
N =- V X II, and 

k 
1 M= -V X N 
k 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

For each solution of the scalar wave equation, 2.8, there will be vector 

solutions represented by M and N. Furthermore, E and H are a linear 

expansion of many functions Mnm and Nnm, all of which satisfy the vector 

wave equation: 

E = L anmMnm + bnmNnm, H = ~ L anmNnm + bnmMnm. 
",m lW(! n,m 

(2.10) 

This follows from 2.4 and 2.9. 

The next step is to find solutions to the scalar wave equation. When 
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dealing with a sphere, it is convenient to solve the wave equation in sphe

rical polar coordinates: 

1 0 ( :! OU) 1 (. n OU) -- r- + Slnv-r or or r:!sin.a o.a 
(2.11) 

The first step in finding a solution is to assume that the solution is 

separable: 

u(r,.a,cp) = R(r)e(.a) <D(cp). 

This applied to 2.11 yields three equations: 

d:!<D 
--+ m:!<D = 0, 
dcp:! 

_1_ ~ (sin.a de) + [n(n+1) - m:! ] e = 0, 
sin.a d.a d.a sin:! .a 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

It is convenient to first solve 2.13 whose solutions are complex 

exponentials or sine and cosine functions. Researchers are divided on the 

problem. There are benefits in using the sine and cosine functions. It 

allows a restriction to positive orders in the associated Legendre polyno

mials (solutions to 2.14>' A disadvantage is that both sine and cosine solu

tions are needed. The solutions I chose to solve Equation 2.13 are of the 

form 

The solutions to 2.14 are the associated Legendre polynomials 

P;(cos.a). The derivations in this dissertation can be performed with these 
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functions, but as for computer solutions, they leave much to be desired. 

As m increases, these functions become extremely large. This is no pro

blem for a supercomputer, but restricts the values of m and n that can be 

used on a personal computer (and therefore severely restricts the size of 

the spheres that can be solved). The main reason, however, for not using 

the standard associated Legendre polynomials is their asymmetry with m. 

Polynomials having negative values of m are not simple functions of poly

nomials having positive values of m. The desire for symmetry comes from 

the nature of the desired solutions. Eventually 2n + 1 simultaneous equa

tions (one for each value of m) must be solved for every value of n used 

in the solution. A simple symmetry will greatly reduce the computation 

time. I will therefore use a normalized Legendre polynomial for the solu

tion to 2.1 4 which are defined by 

(2n+1) (n-m)! 
2 (n+m)! 

(2.17) 

The solution to 2.15 are the spherical Bessel functions of which 

there are many types. Spherical Bessel functions in general will be repre

sented by zn(kr), which are defined in terms of Bessel functions by 

R(r) = zn(kr) = -If Zn'll2(kr). (2.18) 

Specifically, the spherical Bessel functions of the first kind will be used 

to express the incident plane wave because of the functions' lack of sin

gularities. Spherical Bessel functions of the third kind, also known as 

spherical Hankel functions, will be used to represent the resulting interfe

rence because iIi their asymptotic limit they represent spherical waves. 
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Choosing the spherical Bessel functions of the third kind fixes the time 

dependence (in Equation 2.2) to be exp(-iwt). 

With these solutions in mind, the vector wave functions II and N 

may be developed. Looking back on equation 2.5, it 'is ,computationally 

convenient to assign the radius vector, r, to the arbitrary vector c. This 

effectively eliminates the f component from M. The cross product will 

reveal the following: 

II = -& -.- -- - 'P - -- ,or as A[ 1 (oru)] At1 (oru)] 
rsm.& ocp r 0.& 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

Solving for N requires a bit more work, but a major simplification is pro

vided by 2.14, resulting in the following: 

A[ 1 p"'m. ] Nnm = r kr zn(kr)n(n+t) n(cos.\})e1mcp + 

, - -(rzn(kr»- Pn (cos.&) eimcp + [ 
1 0 0 ("'m ) ] 
kr or 0.& 

A [ 1 0 im p"'m .] 'P -k - (rzn(kr» -. - n (cos·lHelmcp 
• 

r or sm.\} 
(2.21) 

'The results to this point simply express Maxwell's equations in a palatable 

form. From the vector wave functions, we can apply our boundary condi

tions on the sphere with ease, and we use these functions to represent 

our final scattered fields b2cause they can be broken down neatly into the 

polarization states used to calculate the Mueller matrix. 
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The scattered fields from a sphere can be solved using potential 

theory, as was first done by Debye, shortly after Mie obtained his solu

tion. The wave equations can also yield potentials. All we need to do is 

substitute 2.5 and 2.9 into 2.10: 

B = 2: V X (ranmU) + i< V X V X (rbnmU), 
n,m 

H = k 
iwtl 

2: V X (rbnmu) + t V X V X (r ClnmU). 
n.m 

(2.22) 

The scalar potentials are the terms multiplied by the vector r in paren

theses. These come in pairs, just like the vectors 1M and N, and are known 

as the Debye potentials. The electric and magnetic fields written in terms 

of scalar potential rather than vector can help simplify complicated pro

blems like the one we will be solving. 
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CHAPrER 3 

THE PROBLEM AND SOLunON 

Until now we have dealt with scattering in general. The vector 

wave functions can be used to solve a variety of problems having spherical 

symmetry. Figure 3.1 shows the geometry of the system we will be using. 

The sphere of radius a is centered at the origin. The plane surface is 

parallel to the x-y plane, located a distance d (d ~ a) from the center of 

the sphere along the positive z axis. With no loss of generality, the inci

dent plane wave travels in the x-z plane at an angle <X with the negative z 

axis. We examine two polarization states: the TE (transverse electric) has 

the electric field vector parallel to the y axis; and the TM (transverse 

magnetic) has the magnetic field vector parallel to the y axis. All other 

polarization states may be linearly composed from these two polarization 

states. 

In chapter 2 we developed the spherical wave functions, Mnm and 

Nnm, which may be used to represent the electric and magnetic fields. In 

chapter 4 we derive the coefficients of these functions which represent an 

arbitrary plane wave. The scattering coefficients which we derive in this 

chapter are dependent upon these coefficients. The derivation, however, 

remains general with regard to the incident wave. Chapter 4 deals with 

one specific, but arbitrary, incident field. For that matter, chapter 4 is 

really nothing more than a derivation of these coefficients and, as is 

expected of derivations, extremely dry reading. Personally, I would like to 

see chapter 4 placed in the appendices, but the derivation is worthy of 

a chapter of its own even at the cost of this dissertation not being fea

tured in the Dissertation-of-the-Month Club. Putting aside my royalty 

losses, the incident plane wave may be represented by 
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z MediLlT12 
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Fig. 3.1: Geometry of the scattering system. 
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co n 

E' = "" 'MIll b' .. 111 d ~~ anm nm + nmftolm, an 
ncO ma .. " 

co n 

H ' - -L"" b' MI1I ' .. w -. ~~ nm nm + anmftlm. 

lWIl n=O m'-n 
(3.1) 

Another plane wave exists, that which reflects off the surface and strikes 

the sphere: 

co n 

En = RT' «X) e 2ikdcoscx L L (_nn,m[ -&m M~~ + b~m .~J, and 
n=O m:"n 

co n 

H" = RT.«X)e2ikdcoscx ~LL (_on,m[ b~m"!~ - a~m.~J. (3.2) 
lWIl n.O ma-n 

This expression is a direct result of 3.1, B.14, 2.20, and 2.21. RT.«X) is the 

Fresnel reflection coefficient which depends on the polarization state (TE 

or TM) of the wave and the angle of incidence, (x. The exponential is 

a phase term, and the -1 term comes from B.14, and is due to the nature 

of negative values in associated Legendre polynomials. Combining 3.1 and 

3.2 yields the following for the incident fields Hnd: 

00 n 

E lnc = LL anm"!~ + bnm.~, and 
n=O m=-n 

k ~~ 111 If) Hlnc = -.-~L... bnmMnm + anmKm, 
lWIl 0=0 m=-n 

(3.3) 

where 

(3.4) 

The Bessel functions used are those of the first kind, jn(k'r). 
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Next we consider the internal fields of the sphere (sph). We expand 

these in terms of the vector wave functions as 

co n 

(1) (1) 

cnmM,;m + dnmKm, and 

co n 

H,ph = -:L LL dnm M!~ + cnmN!~. 
lWIl. n.Om.-n 

The Bessel functions used are those of the first kind, jn(k'r). Simi

larly, the scattered fields (sea) can be represented as 

co n 

E'C' = LL (3) (3) 

enmMnm + fnmN:m, and 
"=0 m=-n 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

The Bessel functions used in this expansion are the Hankel functions of 

the first kind. These are used because they behave as outgOing spherical 

waves at large distances from the origin. 

Finally, there is an interference term (jnt) due to the scattered 

field reflecting off the surface and striking the sphere. Although this will 

be discussed in more detail later, it is enough to know that we can repre

sent this field as 

co n 

E
1nt = LL (1) (1) 

gnmMnm + hnmN:m, and 
"=0 m=-n 

(3.7) 

The Bessel functions used in this expansion are the Bessel functions of 

the first kind, jn(kr). The gnm and hnm are the interference coefficients. 
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We now have a representation of all of the fields in terms of 

the vector wave functions and can apply boundary conditions at the sur

face of the sphere to solve for the scattered fields. The boundary condi

tions at r = a can be represented as 

E Inc + E Ica + E Int - E Iph 
.& .& 0& - .&' 

E 

H 

E Inc + E Ica + E Int = E .ph and 
cP cP cP CP' 

H Inc + H Ica + Hint = H .ph 
cP cP cP cpo (3.8) 

Mnm Nnm 

Zn(p) 1 0
0 

[pZn(P) ] 
P P 

k klo[ ] -Zn(p) -- pZn(p) 
tL tL pop 

p = kr 

Table 3.1: r-dependencies contained in the vector harmonics and the electric 

and magnetic fields. 

From chapter 2 (equations 2.20 and 2.21) and the above expressions, we can 

determine the r- dependence of the fields. Table 3.1 shows how the electric 

and magnetic fields depend on r. No other parameters in the vectors Mnm 

and Nnm depend on k or r. The terms containing the coefficients in each of 

the four sections of Table 3.1 must be continuous across the surface of 

the sphere. Applying the condition in the upper left corner of Table 3.1 

with equations 3.3-3.7 yields 

anmjn(ka) + enmhnl1l (ka) + gnmjn(ka) = cnmjn(k'a). 

Solving for Cnm, yields 

Cnm 
= (anm + gnm)k'tlJ(ka) + enmk' u(ka) 

ktlJ(k'a) 
(3.9) 
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where !II(r) and u(r) are the Riccati-Bessel functions defined by 

(3.10) 

Applying the condition in the lower left corner of Table 3.1 with equations 

3.3-3.7 Yields 

which yields 

dnm = (bnm + hnm) tl'tI!n(ka) + fnmtl'un(ka) 
tltl!n(k'a) 

(3.11> 

Applying the condition in the lower right corner of Table 3.1 with equa

tions 3.3-3.7 yields 

(anm + gnm) !II'n (ka) + ~ u~ (ka) = en: !II~ (k' a), 
tl tl tl 

(3.12) 

where the primes denote derivatives with respect to p. The condition of 

the upper right corner of Table 3.1 with equations 3.3-3.7 yields 

k'(bnm + hnm)tI!'n(ka) + k'fnmu'n{ka) = dnmk!ll'n(k'a). (3.13) 

Finally, equations 3.9 and 3.12 can be combined to yield 

enm = 

(3.14) 
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Similarly, equations 3.11 and 3.13 can be combined to yield 

(3.1S) 

For the case of scattering from a lone sphere, the interference terms, gnm 

and hnm, are zero since no surface is present. 

All we have done above is satisfy the boundary conditions on the 

surface of the sphere. We now satisfy the boundary conditions on the 

plane surface. Now the interference coefficients gnm and hnm come into play. 

The interference fields are images of the scattered fields. The interference 

coefficients are closely related to the scattering coefficients. 

To satisfy the boundary conditions on the plane surface, consider 

the fields emanating from the center of the sphere being cancelled by a 

set of fields emanating from the center of the image sphere, located a 

distance d above the plane surface (Figure 3.2). The fields emanating from 

the image sphere are image fields of the scattered fields. Mathematically, 

this can be expressed as 

• ,(3) R(OO)( l)n'm .(3) g nmUnm = - - enmunm 

(3.16) 

where the primes denote functions centered about the image coordinate 

system. The interference coefficients must be translated via the vector 

wave functions. This interference field Hnt) may be expressed as 
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(0 n° 
Elnt = 2: 2: enom(_t)n°.m'lR(OO)M·~~ + fnom(_t)°o.m R(OO) N'~~ 

"':::10 m=-n' 

(0 n° co 

= {enom(_t)nO.m.l R(OO) [ L c~no,m) M~!: + D~no,m) N~!,I ] 
nalml 

co 
+ fnom(_t)n°.m R(OO) [ 2: D!no,m) M~:.! + C!no,m) N~:.! ]} 

n=lml 

<X) n° <X) 

= 2: 2: 2: (_H no•m R(OO) { [fnomD~nO,m) - enomC~no,m) J M~!: 
"'.0 mll-n' ":llml 

[f 0 C In°,m) - 0 Dlno,m) J N 111 ]} + nm n enm n nm (3.17) 

The coefficients C ~no,m) and D~no,m) are given by C.17, Equations 3.17 yields 

expressions for the interference coefficients: 

(0 

gnm = 2: R(oo)(_t)no'm [fnom D~O,m) - enomC~n°,m) J 
n'=lml 

(0 

hnm = 2: R(OO)( _t)n°.m [fnom C~no,m) - enOm D~nO,m)J (3.18) 
n':lml 

Substituting these expressions into 3.14 and 3.1S yields 

enm = { anm + I R(OO)(_t)n°.m [fnom D~no.m) - enOm c~no,m) J}Q: 
n':lml 

fnm = { bnm + I R(OO)(_t>no.m [fnom c~no,m) - enOm D~no,m'J}Qi'. (3.19) 
n':lml 
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Figure 3.2: The sphere image coordinate system and the sphere coordinate 

system are located on the z axis and separated by a distance 2d. 
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Figure 3.3: The maximum angle of incidence on the plane surface of rays 

emanating from the image coordinate system and striking the sphere 

occurs when the sphere touches the plane and is y = 30°. 

For a perfectly conducting plane surface, equation 3.19 is exact. For 

this case, R(o°) = 1. When the plane surface is not perfectly conducting, an 

assumption is made to account for the amplitude and phase loss of the 

interacting fields due to the plane surface reflection. This assumption is 

that rays that emanate from the image sphere and interact with the real 

sphere strike the plane surface at approximately normal incidence. The 

Fresnel reflectance coefficient (Appendix D) is used to account for the 

amplitude and phase changes that occur due to the reflection from the 

plane surface. This method is very similar to the one used by Weyl to 

calculate the scattered fields from a dipole near a plane surface. The 

angle (and range of angles) at which these rays strike the surface depends 
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on the distance of the sphere from the surface. The greatest angle and 

range is in the case of greatest interest, when the sphere touches the 

surface. Figure 3.3 illustrates this case showing the maximum angle of 

incidence on the plane surface that a ray emanating from the center of the 

image coordinate system can have and still strike the real sphere. A ray 

striking the surface and interacting with the sphere can have an incident 

angle on the surface no greater than 30°. Since the Fresnel coefficients are 

nearly constant near normal incidence, it is a good assumption that the 

reflection coefficient is equal to the Fresnel coefficient at normal inci

dence. Finally, combining 3.4 with 3.19 yields 

e!~ = [[1 - RTE(<x)(-1)"·mexp(2ikdcosoc)] a!~ 

00 

+ RTE(OO) 2: (_on'.m [f!'~D~n',m, - e"~;C~n"m'] ]Q: 
n'lIlm' . 

co 
+ RnA ( 0°) 2: (-nn"m [f !'~D~n"ml - e:'~ C!n',ml ]] Q; 

n'=lml 

co 
+ RTE(O°) 2: (-nn'.m[fn!! C~n"ml - e!'~D~n',ml]] Q; 

"'clml 

00 

+ Rn"(O°) 2: (_nn'.m [f:'~ C~n"ml - e:~D!n"ml]] Q~ (3.20) 
n'=lml 

for the TE and TM incident waves. 
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'DIE PLANE WAVE 
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In chapter 3, we derived the scattering modes of a sphere-surface 

system in terms of the incident electromagnetic field. The solution is ge

neral since the incident field chosen is completely arbitrary. The next step 

is to find the coefficients of the incident field. In most experimental cases 

the illuminating fields resemble either a Gaussian wave or a plane wave. 

Traditionally, theoretical scattering problems assume a plane wave incident 

on the system. In order to compare our results with other scattering 

theories, we will follow tradition and solve for the plane-wave coeffi

cients. We therefore need to expand the plane wave in terms of spherical 

wave functions. Expansions exist in many EM texts (Stratton for example) 

for waves traveling along the z axis. We will expand an arbitrary plane 

wave. A paper by Liang and Lo provided the answer to this problem. Un

fortunately, neither their paper nor any of the references provided its 

derivation. We will derive it in this work. It should be noted that most of 

the papers consider only the broadside and endside cases, so a solution to 

a general case is important and long overdue. One final note: Bobbert and 

Vlieger solved this problem using rotation operators. Although the solu

tion is elegant, the amount of computation necessary is enormous. 

The goal is to find the coefficients, Clnm and bnm, of equation 2.10. 

The first step is to find a solution for E in terms of the spherical har

monics generated in chapter 2. We must therefore set up the geometry of 

the system we wish to solve. The plane wave travels in the x-z plane at 

an angle ot: from the z axis as shown in Figure 4.1. We will expand the 

incident plane wave in terms of the vector wave functions defined in chap

ter 2. We will expand two vectors of the form 
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A = e +iko(zcoscx + xsincx) 9, and 

B = e + iko(zcoscx + xsincx} @. (4.1) 

The vectors A and B may be thought of as the electric and magnetic field 

vectors, respectively, in the T.E. case, or as the magnetic and electric field 

vectors, respectively, in the T.M. case. From Figure 3.1, we can see that 

A 9 = t (sin'&sin<p) + .& (cos'&sin<p) + • (cos<p). 

@ = t (cosoc) - 2 (sinoc) 

= t (cosoccos<psin'& - sinoccos'&) + 

3 (cosoccos<pcos'& + sinocsin.&) + 
A ., (-cosocsin<p). (4.2) 

We will now find a vector expansion of the form (2.10>' Examining these 

equations, we only need to find the coefficients of M for the two vectors, 

since the coefficients for one vector are swapped for the other vector. We 

choose to find the coefficients for the vector M, since it has one less 

term. We decided to choose our vectors this way in chapter 2, and this is 

where it pays off. Starting with the vector A, 

A = e+iko(zcoscx + xsincx) yA "" .... b N = L... aAnm _nm + Anm nm • (4.3) 
n.m 

We mUltiply by Mnm* and integrate over all space. Because of the orthogo

nality properties of the vector functions, we can solve for aAnm: 
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[1100 

e +I(k. or) 9 -Mn!. sin.& drd.&dcp 
Q Q -00 (4.4) ClAnm = 
21t 1t 00 

Iff Yn! -Mnm sin.&drd.&dcp 
o 0 -00 

The denominator can be evaluated by taking the dot product and integrat

ing term by term. For this expansion, we will use spherical Bessel func

tions of the first kind, jn(kr), because they do not have any poles: 

21t 1t 00 

Iff Ynm -Mn!. sin.&drd.&dcp 
o 0 -00 

21t 71: co "'m 2. "'m 

= Iff j~(kr) [m2 ~n(~Os.&) + (0 Pn<cos.&»)2 ] sin.&drd.&dcp 
Q 0 -00 L sm.& 0.& 

1t2 

= --2n(n+1) 
2n+1 

2n(n+t)1t2 
= 

(2n+1) 
(4.S) 

The integrals were solved using equations B.1, B.S and B.6. 

The numerator of equation 4.4 is a bit more difficult to solve be

cause it involves the expansion of the exponential wave function. Using 

A.7, 4.2 and 2.19, we can write 
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{J1tf
CO 

e +Hk.. ~r) 9 ·Un! sino!} drdO!}dcp 
o 0 -co 

X -l.m coso!}sincpPn(coso!}) - COScp-Pn<COSo!}) sinO!}drdO!}dcp. [ 

• "'m a "'m ] 

smo!} ao!} 
(4.6) 

A convenient way to simplify this expression is to integrate over r, taking 

advantage of the orthogonality of jn(kr). Using B.1, equation 4.6 is reduced 

to the following: 

2 in 1t 

(2n+1) 

21t 1t 
f f i: Pnq(COSOC)Pn( coso!}) e -Hq+m)cp 
o 0 q=-n 

X -. - coso!}sincpPn(coso!}) - coscp ~n Pn(Cosa) sinO!}dO!}dcp [
-im "'m a "'m ] 

smo!} U'f7 

1t 21t 
= 2 i" 1t f i:P:<cOSOC)P.(coso!})[ -~m coso!}P:(cos30> f sincpe-Hq+m)cp dcp 

(2n+1) 0 q=-n smo!} 0 

21t 
- ~P:<Cos30) f coscp e-Hq+m)CPdCP] sin30do!}. 

a30 0 

Using B.18 and B.19, this last equation is equal to 



11: 

(~~+7; L [( P:(-~OSo:)Pnr("~os~) - P:('~oso:)p;('~OS~») :i:~ cos~P:<cos~) 

2·n 
2 ["'m+1 i11: ( ~ "'m () "'m ~ "'m+1 . = ( 1 1t

1
) Pn<COSO:) m~os Pn(C~S~) - - Pn(COS~) Pn(COS~)sin~d~ 

2n+ 0 sm~ ()~ 

"'m-I i11: ( ~ '" m () "'m ~ "'m-I J 
- Pn(COSO:) m~os Pn(COS~) + - Pn(COS~) Pn<COS~)sin~d~. 

o sm~ ()~ 

Finally, using B.20 and B.21, this last equation is equal to the following: 

2 i "1[2 "'m-1 "'m.' [-I (n+m)(n-m+1) Pn<COSO:) + 1 (n+m+l)(n-m) Pn(cOSO:)]. 
(2n+1) 

Combining this with 4.5, we can solve equation 4.4 to get the following: 

in r------- "'m+1 "'m-1 

[/(n-m)(n+m+1) Pn(COSO:) - I(n-m+l)(n+m) Pn(cOSO:)] 
n(n+1) 

= -- op~<cOSO:) 
using B.9. (4.7) 

n(n+1) 
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As a check, we examine how this expression behaves as the wave travels 

along the z axis (0: = 0). Using B.15, we find 

ClAnm(O: = 0) = in 2n+l (8m.-1 - 8m.I). 
2n(n+1) 

(4.8) 
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This result corresponds with the accepted result (see Bohren and Huffman, 

for instance). The comparison is a good check, but it does not ensure that 

no error was made. 

It is not as straightforward to find the bnm coefficients. As outlined 

in Liang and Lo, we could proceed by integrating over y*. t. Since we 

have already solved for the integral over y*. MI, the procedure seems like 

a good one. Unfortunately an integral over p::,ol p::,'1 is required and its so

lution could not be found. Therefore, we will take a more direct approach. 

Although dealing with the extra terms in the vector N is tedious, this 

approach lends itself to a solution. We start off as before: 

(4.9) 
2'11: '11: co 

iff N.!. Nnm sin&drd&dcp 
o 0 -co 

Once again we solve the denominator first: 

2'11: '11: 00 

iff Nnm' Nn! sin-&drd&dcp 
o 0 -co 

2'11: '11: co 2 

= iff [n(n+1) _1_ jn(kr) P:<cOS&>] sin&drd&dcp 
o 0 -co kr 



= 
= 2,. f [n(n+1) (jn.,(kr) + jn-,(kr»] 2 d r 

2n+l 
-00 

00 2 

+ 2,.n(n+1)f [ n+l jn-,(kr> - _n_jn.,(kr>] dr _= 2n+l 2n+1 

= 2,.2n(n+1) [ n(n+1)+n2 + n(n+1)+(n+1)2 ] 
(2n+1)2 2n+3 2n-l 

= 2,.2n(n+1) [_n_ + n+1 ] 
2n+l 2n+3 2n-1 

2,.2n(n + 1)( 4n2 +4n +3) 
= 

(2n+l)(2n-l)(2n+3) . 
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(4.10) 

To get to the final result, we used equations B.l, B.2, B.S, B.6, B.16, B.t7 

and a fair amount of algebra. The numerator of equation 4.9 is the last 

and by far the hairiest of all· the integrals in this section. We proceed as 

follows: 



1
211: 

X sincpe -i<m+q)'P dcpdpd& 
o 

f
211: 

X sincpe -Hm+q)'Pdcpdpd& 
o 

Using B.18 and B.19, this equation can be rewritten as the following: 

3S 
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and using B.S, B.16, B.22, and B.23, this equation is equal to 



(n+m+2)(n+m+t) "'m.l 
- Pn-l(X) 

(2n+3) 

(n-m)(n-m-t) ] 
(2n-t) 

(n-m+l)(n-m+2) "'m-l 
- Pn-l(X) 

(2n+3) 
(n+m-l)(n+m)]}dXdP 

(2n-t) 

-~ I[ 7n+t> jn-l(p) - njn'l(p) ] 
2n+l 

-00 

(n-m+l)(n-m+2) p"'m'l( ) 
+ n.l COSCX 

(2n+t) (2n+3) 
(n+m+l)(n+m+2) ] 

(2n+l)(2n+3) 
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(n+m-1)(n+m) "'m'l 
+ Pn-l(COSCX) 

(2n+l)(2n-t> 

(n-m-1)(n-m) 

(2n+l)(2n-O 
]} dp. 

We now apply B.t, B.2, B.14 and B.15 to this last expression to get 



(n+m+2)(n+m+t) "'m-l 
+ P n'l(COSCX) 

(2n+3) 

(n-m+l)(n-m+2) ] 

(2n+3) 

(n-m)(n-m-1) p"'m-l 

( ) 
+ n-,(cOSCX) (n+m)(n+m-D]}d

P (2n-l) 

_ ~ _n_ Pn'l(COSCX) 
2 2.n { 2 [ "'m-l 

2n+l 2n+3 

(n+t)2 [ "'m-l 
+ -- P n-l(COSCX) 

2n-l 

21t
2
i
n
'
2 

{n(n+1) [p"'m-l( ) = -- -- n'l COSCX 
2n+l 2n+3 

n (n + 1) [ "'m-l 
+ -- Pn-l(COSCX) 

2n-l 

_ ~ _n _ P n'l(cOSCX) 2 2.n { 2 [ "'m-l 

2n+l 2n+3 

(n + 1)2 [ "'m-l 
+ -- Pn-l(cOSCX) 

2n-l 

2n-l 

(n-m+l)(n-m+2) "'m.l 
.;...--.-;;.;..~~--.;.. + Pn'l(COSCX) 

(2n+l)(2n+3) 
(n+m+D(n+m+2)] 

(2n+l)(2n+3) 

(n+m-l)(n+m) "'m·l 
...;.;;;.~..;;;;..,;.;;;;...= + P n-l(COSCX) 

(2n+t) (2n-1) 
(n-m-1)(n-m) ]} 
(2n+l)(2n-1) 

(n-m+t)(n-m+2) "'m.l 
----'-~-- + P n'l(cOSCX) 

(2n+t)(2n+3) 
(n+m+l)(n+m+2) ] 

(2n+l)(2n+3) 

(n+m-l)(n+m) p"'m.l( ) 
+ n-l COSCX 

(2n+t) (2n-t) 
(n-m-t)(n-m) ]} 
(2n+l)(2n-1) 

(n-m+l)(n-m+2) "'m'l ~..;;;;;;;.~..:.;;;;..~....;:;.;.. + Pn.,(COSCX) 
(2n+l)(2n+3) 

(n+m+l)(n+m+2) ] 
(2n+1) (2n+3) 

(n+m-l)(n+m) "'m'l 
-'---'-----'-~--'- + P n-'(cOSCX) 

(2n+l)(2n-l) 
(n-m-l)(n-m) ]} 
(2n+l)(2n-D 
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(n-m+1)(n-m+2) "'m'l 
"--..;;;;.;;.....;;;....~~..;;;;.;.. + P .+I(eOSex) 

(2n+1)(2n+3) 
(n+m+1)(n+m+2) ] 

(2n+1)(2n+3) 

(n+1) ["'m-I 
+ -- P .-I(COSCX) 

2n-1 

(n+m-1)(n+m) "'m+1 
(2n+1)(2n-1) + Pn-I(COSex) 

(n-m-1)(n-m) ]} 
(2n+l)(2n-1) 

From B.8, the expressions in brackets are identical, reducing this entire 

expression to 

21t2in+2(4n2+4n+3) 

(2n+3)(2n-1) 

(n-m+1)(n-m+2) "'m'l 
.;.;;;;.....;;;;.;;.....;;;.....:.;;;;...,;;;;,.;....;;;;.. + P n+I(COSCX) 

(2n+ 1) (2n+3) 

Combining this with 4.10 yields 

. (n-m+1) (n-m+2) p"'m+l( ) 
-'------'''''''------' + •• 1 coscx 

(2n+1) (2n+3) 

2in+2 m P: (eoscx) 
= 

n(n+1) sinex 

(n+m+t) (n+m+2) ] 
(2n+l)(2n+3) 

(4.11). 

(n+m+l)(n+m+2)l 

(2n+l)(2n+3) J 

(4.12) 

As a check, we examine how this expression behaves as the wave travels 

along the z axis (ex = 0). Using B.1S, we find 

(4.13) 

Again this corresponds with the accepted value. 
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Now, we have to expand the vector B of 4.1 which will correspond 

to the TM case. Fortunately, we do not have to repeat this procedure 

because there is a simple relationship between vectors A and B, namely 

B=1- VXA 
k 

From this, 

B= i L bAnmMnm 
nom 

+ ClAnmN.m, 

or using the same notation as before, 

B= La&nmMnm + bBnmN.m, with 
nom 

aanm = ibAnm, and 

bBnm = iaAnm. 

(4.14) 

(4.15) 

(4.16) 

(4.17) 

With these coefficients known, any incident plane wave can be expanded in 

terms of the vector spherical wave vectors. For the TE case, 

E = ED L aAnmMnm + bAnmNnm, and 
nom 

H = E.~ LClAnmNnm + bAnmMnm 
lW(.l nom 

= - ED~ LaanmMnm + bBnmNnm. 
W(.l nom 

(4.18) 
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For the TM case, 

E = Eo L aanmM..m + bBnmN.m 
n.m 

= iEo L bAnmMnm + aAnmN.m, and 
n.m 

(4.19) 

This concludes the plane-wave expansion. 
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CHAPI'ER 5 

nIB SCATI'ElUNG MA11tIX 

In the last two chapters we have solved for the coefficients of the 

electromagnetic radiation modes when a plane wave interferes with a 

sphere on or near a surface. Of great interest is how the light is scattered 

from this system, since the applications of such a solution are varied and 

numerous. Consider what happens to an optical system when the surfaces 

collect dust, or how the point spread function changes when optical ele

ments get dirty. In many cases the source of contaminants is not entirely 

unknown so that the amount, size distribution, and type of contaminants 

may even be quantified to a rough extent. We can investigate how clean 

the entrance optics on a sateBite receiving station must be so that the 

scattered radiation cannot be read by an enemy satellite. Or we can exa

mine where the best location is to place a spy satellite to read the scat

tered radiation. We can even determine which type of contaminants would 

be best to leave in the orbit of the enemy satellite, so that the satellite 

will remain operational but the transmissions may be read. The fundamen

tal starting point for modeling all of these systems and many more is 

with the scattering matrix for a single sphere on a plane surface. 

To determine the scattered light from the system, we examine the 

coefficients for the scattered fields, enm and fnm that were solved in chapter 

3. Unfortunately, the sphere-plane problem is complicated by the scattered 

fields from the image sphere which contribute to the fields below the 

surface. These fields are due to the scattered rays from the real sphere 

that reflect off of the surface. We have a solution of the form 
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00 n 

B = Eo 2:2: {enm[M,m(r,~,cp) + Rht-~')M:'m(r',TC - &',cp')] 
":so m--n 

where the primed vectors are in the primed coordinate system. The image 

sphere makes no contribution to the field above the surface, so the scat

tered fields above the surface are 

00 n 

E = Eo LL {enm[T(&)Mnm(r,&,cp)] + fnm[T (&)Nnm(r,&,cp)]}. (5.2) 
"-0 ma-n 

We will consider only the far-field region where r > > kd. In this li

mit, the Hankel functions reduce to spherical waves: 

b.!tI (kr) '" (_nn e lkr which leads to 
ikr ' 

..L.L <rb.!lI(kr» = (-0" e lkr
• 

kr or kr 

With r > > d, & '" &', and from 5.3, 

In the far field the vector spherical harmonics, M and N, reduce to 

{ [
0 ("'m ) ] [. "'m J} ( .) n Nnm = , c)& P n (cos&) +; ~:& P n (cos&) ~~ e

lkr 
e

irncp
• 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 
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Substituting these expressions into 5.1 yields the following electric field: 

00 " • n 

B - E "" imc:p (-I) Ikr - .~~ e -- e 
"-0 m--n ikr 

Similarly, equation 5.2 becomes 

00 " • n 

B E "" imc:p (-d Ikr = .~~ e -- e .-0 m'-. ikr 

(5.9) 

We express the final solutions in the form of the amplitude scat

tering matrix, which is nothing more than a matrix formulation of what 

we have derived above for the TE and TM cases. 

(E:~a) = 
E aca 

TE 

The matrix elements for the fields below the surface are 

(5.10) 
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00 n { f:;m ""'m 

Sl = ~m~ (-i)nexp(imcp) [1 + Rrd1t-.&)(-t>n.mexp(-2ikdcos.&)] sin.& Pn(cOS'&) 

OOn { TM N S.= LL (-i)nexp(imcp) [1 +RrE(1t-.&H-t>n.mexp(-2ikdcos.&)] fn~m Pn(COS'&) __ S~ 

<5.11) 

The matrix elements above the surface (1.&1 < 1t/2) are 
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(5.12) 

The amplitude scattering matrix is not conveniently measured, but from it 

we can calculate the elements of the Mueller matrix. These are directly 

measured by experimentalists. Explanations of the Mueller matrix can be 

found in light-scattering books (van de Hulst, Kerker, Bohren and Huff

man, etc.) and in optics books (Hecht, for instance). The matrix is defined 

as 

where 
I = 

Q = 

U = 

V = 

S12 S13 

S22 S23 

S32 S33 
S42 S43 

<ETt .. ET~ + ETEE'::>, 

<ETt.AE~M - ETEET~>, 

<En .. E':: + BEET~>, 

i <ETMET~ - ETEE~M>, 

(5.13) 

where for convenience the factor k/2w(l is omitted. The Mueller matrix 

elements are rel~ted to the amplitude matrix elements as follows: 
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(5.14) 

With these relationships, the 16 elements of the Mueller matrix can easily 

be calculated. Not all 16 elements of the Mueller scattering matrix are 

independent. Various symmetries within the matrix exist depending upon 

the geometry of the system. These are explored in detail in many of the 

references. 
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The scattering of radiation from a sphere-surface system is com

pletely solved; however, we are not quite finished. It is desireable to apply 

the solution and make some calculations for specific cases. To do this 

requires more than a pocket calculator and a speedy set of fingers. The 

scope of the calculations has not yet been explored. The actual goal is to 

calculate the scattering amplitude matrix elements. To do this we must 

calculate the scattering coefficients, e"m and f"m, for both the TE and TM 

incidence. The calculations are complicated because the modes for each 

index m are coupled. We cannot calculate one mode without calculating all 

the others having· the same index. To find the coefficients for each index 

we must solve a determined set of linear equations. This process must be 

repeated for all indices (the total number of indices is equal to the total 

number of orders N used in making the calculations>. The number of 

orders to use is determined by the relative dimensions of the system and 

the desired accuracy. If we simply use the criterion of Bohren and Huff

man which is accurate to at least eight significant digits, then 

N = ka + 4(ka)1/J + 2. (5.15) 

Thus for a sphere of real refractive index 1.5, of radius twice the wave

length, we should calculate 32 orders, which means solving 32 sets of si

multaneous equations with up to 32 equations each. The number of opera

tions needed to solve simultaneous equations typically goes as the cube of 

the number of equations. The total number of operations Nop needed to 

solve just the simultaneous equations of one sphere-surface system is pro

portional to the sum of the cubes of the integers up to N: 

N 

Nop "" L 
"=1 

J 
n. (5.16) 

The number of operations (and therefore the computer run-time) rapidly 

increases as the sphere size increases. This could be the primary deterrent 
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in finding solutions. A few tricks can be used to cut down on the run

time. For example, the matrices for the TE and TM cases are identical; 

only the solution vectors (the an", and bn", coefficients) change. 

It has been stated that many sets of simultaneous equations need 

to be solved for each scattering system. The Gauss-Jordan elimination 

method is well known and could be used. For more than one solution 

vector, however, this method is eith~r very slow or susceptible to roundoff 

error. The LU decomposition method is recommended by Numerical Recipes 

for multiple solution vectors. The subroutines in Numerical Recipes were 

written for real values and have to be modified to accomodate complex 

values. Once the matrix has been decomposed, the solution vectors can be 

solved in relatively few operations. The great advantage in using the LU 

decomposition routines is that a routine for iterative improvement exists. 

This routine will remove roundoff error in the solution which can be quite 

substantial for large sets of equations. 

Now we direct our attention to some of the symmetries that exist 

in the solutions. The coefficients ClAn", and bAn", that were calculated in 

chapter 4 obey the following symmetries: 

ClAnin = (-t)mClAnm, and 

(5.17) 

These results lead to the following symmetries for the en", and fnm coeffi

cients: 

TE m TE enin = (-1) enm, 

T~ _ (1)",'1 TY enm - - enm, 

fT~ _ ( 1)",'1 fTE 
nm - - "rn, 

(5.18) 
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Using the symmetries for the indices stated above, the run-time calcula

tion time is cut in half. In addition these symmetries provide some addi

tional information about the scattering system. An examination of the 

amplitude scattering matrix elements (5.11 and 5.12), shows that the ele

ments S3 and 54 effectively go to zero in the scattering plane (cp = 0). This 

greatly reduces the Mueller scattering matrix (5.14) since eight of the 

elements go to zero, and of the eight remaining, half are duplications, 

leaving only four Mueller matrix elements to describe the system. The 

resulting matrix is shown in Table 5.1. It turns out that four remaining 

matrix elements (Sl1, S12, S33, and S34) are not all independent: S112 = SI22 
+ 

s3l + S342
• 

Sl1 SI2 0 0 

S21 = -Sa &z = Sl1 0 0 

0 0 S33 S34 

0 0 Su = -S34 S44 = S33 

Table 5.1: The light scattering Mueller matrix symmetries for fields mea

sured in the scattering plane defined by cp = 0°. 

Traditionally, it has been convenient for researchers to normalize the 

matrix elements S12, S33, and S34, with respect to S" and express these ra

tios as percent polarization. The normalized matrix elements have the 

following form: 

SII* = SI1/S11(O) 

S34 * = S34/S11 (5.19) 



S1 

One problem in normalizing SI1 for a surface system is that there can be 

two specular beams, one on reflection and one on transmission if the 

surface is not opaque. For this reason, I have chosen not to normalize ma

trix element Suo 
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CHAFfER 6 

11m SMAU. SPHERE J.JMIT 

One valuable check on a theory is to explore what happens to 

the results when parameters become asymptotically large or small. In this 

chapter we will examine three different theories which predict the scatter 

from a sphere-surface system when the sphere is very small compared 

with the wavelength (in the Rayleigh limit). We will then compare the 

Rayleigh limiting case of the sphere-surface system developed in the first 

five chapters with these theories. 

Sommerfeld-Rayleigh System 

We will be discussing four different solutions from different 

reference sources that have used different mathematical and physical con

ventions. Figure 6.1 shows the geometry of the first system we will exa

mine. A small sphere of refractive index m.ph and radius a is suspended 

a distance d above a surface separating two media: free space where z > 0 

and a medium of complex refractive index m.ur where z < O. The incident 

plane wave of amplitude E'nc travels in the x-z plane and is electrically po

larized either parallel to the y axis (TE) or parallel to the vector ~ <TM)' 

To make the dipole approximation, it is necessary that Im.phla « 1. The 

time dependence used in this derivation is exp(-iwt). 
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Fig. 6.1. The geometry of the scattering system. A sphere of radius a is 
located a distance d above a surface. A plane wave travels in the 
x-z plane at angle a with respect to the z axis. 
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The first theoretical treatment we examine is a modification of 

the Sommerfeld half-space problem. Sommerfeld was able to solve for the 

electric fields from a radiating dipole located above an interface. In this 

scattering system, the dipole is driven by the incident plane wave. Ray

leigh was able to show that a plane wave induces a dipole moment in the 

direction of the incident electric field. We consider the radiation from a 

dipole in the x-z plane oriented at angle ~ from the z axis. The dipole 

moment is 

p = p(i sinl3 + tcos(3) 8(x) 8(y) 8(z-d). 

Sommerfeld's far-field vector potential has the following form 

D = II"i + II.t 

where 

Ikr Ikr' 

II" = -p- sinl3 [~r + RTd-&) e
r
, ] 

4m:. 

{ 

Ikr Ik, Ikr' } 

II. = -p- cosl3 [~ - RTI.A(-&)~ ] + 2sin~coscpsin-&cos-&Rvd-&) e
r
. 

4Xh r ~ 

(6.1) 

(6.2) 

(6.3) 

and r' is measured from a source point located a distance d below the 

surface 

r' = r + 2dcos-& (6.4) 

0. [ 2 51,n20.1]1/2 COSVI - m.ur - v = ------~--~----~~ 
0. [ 2 5'1 n 2 0.1 ]112 COSVI + m.ur - v 

(6.5) 



cos.&. - [m.ur2 - sin2,s1],12 
m.ur2coS,s1 + [m.ur2 - sin2,s,T12 · 

The electric fields can be calculated from 

which yield the following electric far-field components 

Ikr { 

k3 P e [ ] E-& = - 41t£. kr 1 - RTU(,s) exp(2ikdcos,s) sin,scos~ 

-[1 + Rru(.s)exp(2ikdcos,s) Jcos,scosCPsin~} 

o e
lkr 

[ ] E<p = _k3
-&:- - 1 + RTE(,s> exp(2ikdcos,s) sincpsin~. 
41t£. kr 

ss 

(6.6) 

(6.7) 

(6.8) 

(6.9) 

(6.10) 

(6.11) 

A dipole moment p is induced in the direction of the incident electric field 

with a magnitude 

m.ph 2 - 1 3 I 
P = 41t£. 2 a E no. 

m.ph + 2 
(6.12) 

The field incident on the small sphere has two sources. One source is the 

incident plane wave (including the plane wave which reflects off the sur

face). The second source is the scattered field of the sphere-surface sy

stem. This scattered field is proportional to the induced dipole moment 

which is proportional to the sphere radius cubed. For the small sphere 
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that we are discussing, this term is very small compared with the contri

bution of the incident plane wave source. We therefore neglect this scat

tered term and assume the dipole modes of the sphere are driven by the 

incident plane wave (including the plane wave which reflects off the sur

face). We consider two incident polarization states. A TE plane wave will 

induce a dipole moment in the sphere given by 

prE = P [1 + RTd1t-cx)exp(-2ikdcosoc) J9. (6.13) 

A TM plane wave will induce a dipole moment in the sphere given by 

(6.14) 

The scattering amplitude matrix can now be calculated from 6.10 - 6.14: 

SI = Ai[1 + RTd1t-cx)exp(-2ikdcoscx)J [1 + RTd'&)exp(2ikdcos.&)Jcoscp (6.15) 

Sz = Ai{[ 1 - Rn.t(1t-cx)exp(-2ikdcoscx) J [t - Rn.t('&)exp(2ikdcos'&) J sincxsin.& + 

[1 + Rn.t( 1t-cx)exp( -2ikdcoscx) J [1 + RrM('&)exp(2ikdcos'&) J coscxcos.&coscp} (6.16) 

S, = -Ai[l + RTM(1t-cx)exp(-2ikdcoscx)][t + RTE(.&)exp(2ikdcos.&)]sincpcoscx (6.18) 

where 

A= expHkr) 
ikr 

z 
m.ph -

m.ph 
2 

+ 
(6.19) 
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These four components represent the solution to the scattering problem 

and will be compared with solutions derived from the other theories. 

EIT formulation 

The second method we examine is the exact-image theory (EIT) 

developed by Lindell et al and Muinonen et al. The time-dependence used 

in these manuscripts is exp(ihlt), so some minor adjustments will be 

needed. The system is oriented as in Figure 6.1. Some minor adjustments 

were made to their equations to account for a slightly different system 

orientation. Their results for a small sphere near a surface may be 

expressed as 

+ S-~. _O-E'ncexp(-2ikdcos.IH+ S-~, oO-;-t,-EInCexp(-2ikd(cos&-coscx»} (6.20) 

+ ;-~, -O-E,ncexp(-2ikdcos&) + .-~.-Oo;-t,-ElnCexp(-2ikd(Cos&-coscx»} (6.21) 

The bold-faced cursive characters are dyadic functions given by 

"D AA AA AA 
1'" = xx RTt.A(1t-cx) + 'Y'Y RTd1t-cx) - z z RnA(1t-CX) (6.22) 

(6.23) 

Q [ AA AAJ AA = xx + 'Y'Y Q.(2d) + z z Q.(2d) (6.24) 
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where 

(6.25) 

Q.(2d) (6.26) 

m.ph 2 - 1 
B = 41tSD a3 

m.ph 
2 + 2 

(6.27) 

x {1 + (2maur 
2 

+2 1) 1 ~ ik(z . - ip/?) } ~ n( ma< - 1 ) n J2n(p) dp (6.28) 
ma.r [Ik(z -lp/C)] maur + 1 P 

n-O 

x { 1 + ik(z - ip/C) } ~ (maur
2 

- 1)n J2·(P) dp 
[ik(z -ip/C) J ~ n maur2 + 1 p .=0 

(6.29) 

(6.30) 

Evaluating the dyadic functions yields the following far-field solutions 

x [1 + RTeH)o)exp(-2ikdcos&) ] cosrp (6.30 
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S2 = ~i {[ 1 - Rruht-a:)exp(2ikdcoscx)] [1 - RTu(,s)exp(-2ikdcos,s)] Q. (2d)sina:sin,s 

+ [1 + Rru(,t-a:)exp(2ikdcosa:)] [1 + RTU('&) exp (-2ikdcos,s) ] 

x Q.(2d)cosa:cos.&coscp} (6.32) 

S3 = A'i~ (2d) [1 + RrEht-a:)exp(2ikdcosa:)] 

x [1 + Rru(.&)exp(-2ikdcos.&)] cos'&sincp (6.33) 

& = -A'i~(2d) [1 + Rruht-a:)exp(2ikdcosa:)] 

x [1 + Rrd.&)exp(-2ikdcos.&)] sincpcosa: (6.34) 

A' = expHkr) msph 
2 

- 1 (ka)3 E'nc • (6.35) 
ikr mSPh2 + 2 

Except for the time dependence and factors of Q.(2d)/B and Q.(2d)/B, 

these solutions would be identical to those given in the previous sections. 

So let us examine these factors a little more closely. These factors depend 

on the functions Kt and K. (given by equation 6.28 and 6.29) which are a 

result of the scattered fields interacting with the small sphere. Recall that 

in the previous sections we assumed that this contribution was negligible 

so that Q.(2d) Q.(2d) '" B. We now examine this approximation in more 

detail. The contributions of Kt and K. will be greatest when the permittiv

ity of the medium below the surface approaches infinity. In this case, 6.28 

and 6.29 simplify to 
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= _ exp(-ikr> [1 + ikr + Ukr)2 J 
41tr Hkr)Z (6.36) 

V( ) = 2 exp(-ikr) [1 + ikr J 
~ r 41tr Hkr) 2 • 

(6.37) 

Equations 6.25 and 6.26 may now be expressed as 

[ 
2 3 J-1 

Qt(2d) = B 1 - exp(-2ikd) [1 + 2ikd + (2ikd)2 J [::::2 : ~ J (2~)l (6.38) 

[ 

2 3 ]-1 
Q.(2d) = B 1 - 2exp(-2ikd) [1 + 2ikdJ [:::2 : ~ J (;d)3 (6.39) 

The derivation following from 6.27 has two requirements: the sphere radius 

is much smaller than the incident wavelength (a « ).,) and the sphere ra

dius is much smaller than the wavelength inside the sphere (m.pha « )..). 
For sphere-surface separations of the order of )., or greater, we have 

QI(2d) N Q.(2d) N B. This is a direct result of the first requirement, in 

which, a « d. We now consider a worst case scenario for our approxima

tion. We note that if the sphere-surface separation is equal to the sphere 

radius these equations further simplify to 

Qt(2d) = B [ 1 __ 1_[ m'Ph
2 

- 1 
8 m.ph2 + 2 JJ 

-1 

(6.40> 

Q.(2d) = B [ 1 _ _1 [m.Ph: - 1 JJ-1 

4 m.ph + 2 
(6.41) 

The second requirement, that m.pha « ).., helps ensure that we can assume 

Qt(2d) N Q.(2d) '" B, saying that the sphere refractive index cannot be 

large. For a numerical example, this assumption is good to within 10% for 

a dielectric sphere of refractive index m.ph = 1.6. Although this accuracy 

does not seem outstanding we should remember that this is the worst 
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case in which the medium below the surface is a perfect conductor and 

the sphere-surface separation is much smaller than the wavelength. 

Projection model 

Incident 
Fields 

Scattered 
Fields 

Fig. 6.2. The geometry of the scattering system showing the four paths light 
may travel to reach the detector in the double interaction model. 

All three theoretical methods thus far discussed yield the same 

results. We now discuss one more approach which is particularly insight

ful. The method is based on the double interaction model of Nahm and 

Wolfe and dipole scattering discussed by van de Hulst. In the double 

interaction model, the scattered light from a sphere near a surface can 

reach a detector by one of four paths. It may 1.) strike the sphere directly 

and scatter directly to the detector; 2,) strike the sphere directly, scatter 

to the surface which reflects light to the detector; 3.) reflect off the 

surface, strike the sphere and scatter to the detector; or 4.) reflect off 

the surface, strike the sphere, scatter to the surface which reflects light 
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to the detector (see Fig. 6.2>' No interaction terms are considered in this 

model. Assuming the small sphere is a dipole, the magnitude of the scat

tered electric field is proportional to the dipole moment projected onto a 

plane perpendicular to the radius vector. Although it is not necessary, for 

the purpose of this discussion, we restrict our detector to the x-z plane 

(cp = 0°). We sum the four components of the TE mode that make up 

matrix element Sl as 

Sl = Ai [1 + Rrd7t-<x)exp(-2ikdcos<x) + RrEH).)exp(2ikdcos'&) 

+ Rrd 7t-<X) RrE('&)exp(2ikd(cos'&-cos<x» ] 

= Ai[ 1 + Rrd7t-<x)exp(-2ikdcos<x) ] [1 + Rrd'&)exp(2ikdcos'&) ] (6.42) 

Similarly, we sum the four components of the TM mode that make up ele

ment S2 as 

- RTl04('&)cOS( 7t-'&-<x)exp(2ikdcos'&) + cos('&-<x) Rn.4( 7t-<X) RnA'&)exp(2ikd(cos'&-cos<x» ] 

= Ai{[ 1 - RnA ( 7t-<x)exp( -2ikdcos<x) ] [1 - RnA'&)exp(2ikdcos-l}) ] sin<xsin{1 + 

[1 + Rn.4(7t-<x)exp(-2ikdcos<x)] [1 + Rrt.4({1)eXP(2ikdCOS'&)]cos<xcos,&}. (6.43) 

Since cp = 0·, elements S3 = S, = o. Although the derivation treats a very 

simple model, it predicts results identical to those predicted by equations 

6.15 - 6.19 when cp is set to zero. 
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Rayleigh limit of sphere-surface scattering 

Finally, we return to the main topic of this dissertation and 

examine a limiting approach of the light scattered from the sphere-surface 

system as the sphere becomes optically small. The results of Chapters 1-5 

may be simplified when the radius of the sphere becomes small in compa

rison to the incident wavelength. This can be done by expanding the Bessel 

functions for small arguments: 

jn(p) '" pn __ 1;;......,-__ 
1·3·S ... (2n+1) 

hn'll (p) '" _ip·ln+1I1· 3·5 ... (2n-t). 

(6.44) 

(6.45) 

With the sphere much smaller than A we now can consider some specific 

ranges for the sphere-surface separation distance d. First we consider the 

case when the separation distance d » A. In this case the fields scattered 

by the small sphere (which decay as 112kd) are negligible when compared 

with the fields of the incident plane wave. The interaction which occurs 

between the sphere and image sphere are analytically represented by the 

summation terms of equation 3.20. We now consider these terms in detail. 

The translation coefficients Cnln',ml are proportional to the spherical Hankel 

functions which decay as 1I(2kd). We note that from equation C.12 it 

would appear that this is not the case for non-zero values of m. However 

some cancellation of terms must occur since numerical calculations have 

shown that all translation coefficients decay as 1/(2kd). For large values 

of d, we can assume the summation terms in equations 3.20 are negligible 

and that these equations may be expressed as 
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(6.46) 

(6.47) 

(6.48) 

(6.49) 

For small sphere radius a, the coefficients Q: and Q, are proportional to 

(kIPha)2n+l or greater powers in klpha. Because of the dependence of the coef

ficients on sphere radius, only the first term (n = 1) is significant. This is 

equivalent to making an electric dipole approximation: 

(6.50) 

N _.1... (ka)3 [ mlPh: - 1 J. 
3 mlph + 2 

(6.51) 

From 6.50 and 6.51, equation 3.20 reduces to 

S, = Ai[ 1 + RTE(ot)exp(2ikdcosot) ] [1 + RTEht-'&)exp( -2ikdcos'&) ] coscp (6.52) 

S2 = Ai{[ 1 - Rnot(ot)exp(2ikdcosot) ] [1 - RTI.4( 7t-'&)exp( -2ikdcos'&) ] sinotsin'& + 

[1 + RnA(ot)exp(2ikdcosot)] [1 + Rn.4( 7t-,&)exp(-2ikdcos,&)] COSotcos,&coscp} (6.53) 

S4 = -Ai[ 1 + RTI.t(ot)exp(2ikdcosot)] [1 + RTd7t-,&)exp(-2ikdcos,&)] sincpcosot. (6.55) 
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Except for the system orientation, these results would be identical to 

those given for the Sommerfeld-Rayleigh system. Recall that equations 

6.52-6.55 were derived assuming a large sphere-surface separation, an 

assumption actually not necessary. For example, the coefficients e!: and f!: 

are proportional to Q: and Q~, respectively, which are themselves propor

tional to (kaPha)2n·1. For equations 6.52-6.55 to be valid, the summation terms 

of equation 3.20 must be small compared with unity. All that is required 

for this to occur is for the translation coefficients to be well-behaved. 

The translation coefficients are a function of the spherical Hankel func

tions hnl1l(2kd) which become large only when 41td « A. Therefore, equa

tions 6.52-6.55 are valid except when the sphere-surface separation d be

comes much smaller than the wavelength. 

Results 

Up to this point we have derived the far-field electric fields for 

a small sphere near an interface using four different formal solutions. We 

now examine the results of these derivations which are expressed by equa

tions 6.15-6.19 (using the orientation of Fig. 6.1). We will put the results in 

Mueller matrix form. Recall that the intensity of the Sl1 signal is normal

ized to the Poynting vector of the incident field. The other elements are 

normalized to this element. 

The first set of scattering Slj(,f}) we consider are shown in Figure 

6.3. The system is illuminated at normal incidence (oc = 180°) and optical 

constants of the medium below the plane are chosen to correspond with 

an aluminum surface (maur = 0.5 + 5.Oi at A = 0.4416!1m). Scattering S'j(,f}> 

are shown for four different sphere-surface distances d. Note that when 

the system is illuminated at normal incidence, equations 6.42 and 6.43 

reduce to two periodic functions in d. One of the functions is independent 

of ,f} and determines the maximum amplitude of the signal. This amplitude 
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cycles through maximum and minimum values with a period of d = A/2. If 

the medium below the surface is a dielectric, then RT.(OC) is real and ampli

tude minima occur when d = nA/2 and amplitude maxima occur when d = 

A/4 + nA/2. If the medium below the surface is slightly conducting, then 

Rr.(oc) is complex and a phase difference will be introduced. The parameters 

chosen in Fig. 6.3 introduce only a slight phase difference. Matrix element 

SI1('&) shows that the highest signal intensities (of the four curves shown) 

occur when d = A/4 and the lowest signal intensities occur when d = A/2. 

The oscillatory structure in the matrix elements of Fig. 6.3 is 

also periodic in d and is very nearly periodic in .&. From equations 6.42 and 

6.43, we would expect the total intensity, SI1('&) , to be at minima values 

approximately when 2dcos.& = nA for a dielectric medium below the sur

face. For the d = A/2 curves of Fig. 6.3, we would expect a minimum to 

occur at .& = 0°. The minima have been displaced slightly because the me

dium below the substrate is slightly conducting. Note that spikes and 

inflection points occur in the polarization matrix elements at the angular 

locations where the intensity signals are at minima. 

Another set of matrix elements is shown in Figure 6.4 for the 

same systems as Fig. 6.3, but illuminated at near-grazing oc = 101°. In Fig. 

6.3, where the illumination was at normal incidence, the sets of matrix 

eleme~ts were very similar. Changing the incident angle away from normal 

incidence breaks the symmetry and increases the complexity of the matrix 

elements. 

Light-Scattering Measurements 

In this section we will compare the light-scattering theory dis

cussed above with experimental measurements from a nearly -ideal flat 
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surface. An ideal, perfectly flat surface will scatter only in the specular 

direction (Fresnel reflection). Small irregularities in the surface structure 

or microcontaminants which could act as dipoles on the surface scatter 

light which could then be modeled with the above theory. 

The polar nephelometer used in this study employs the polari

zation modulation technique developed by Hunt and Huffman. A complete 

discussion of the nephelometer design and operation is given in this refe

rence, and also by Perry et ai, and Bickel et ai, Bell, and Iafelice. This 

measurement reqUires modulating the incident beam's polarization state at 

Wo = 50kHz using a photoelastic modulator while observing the signals 

carried by the fundamental frequency (wo) and the second harmonic (2w.) of 

the scattered light (). = O.4416I1m). A lock-in amplifier is used to demodu

late the signals. The experimental scattering matrix SI)(3) can be measured 

with the proper choice of entrance and exit optics. Normalization of the 

matrix elements is performed by servoing the photomultiplier tube (RCA 

1P2t> gain via a constant-current servo, requiring a constant dc output 

signal from the detector. This is performed over the entire scan of the 

detector. This effectively divides all matrix elements by the total intensity. 

The normalized output SI)(3) analog signals are collected and sent to a 

computer. 

Fig. 6.5. Photomicrograph of Arizona Road Dust. 
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Fig. 6.6. The Mueller matrix elements of Arizona Road D'ust suspended in 
water and an isolated Rayleigh sphere. 
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The first set of data we examine is from a sample of Arizona 

Road Dust (ARD) , a photomicrograph of which is shown in Fig. 6.S. The 

ARD was suspended in a solution of water and the light-scattering SI)(.8o) 

were measured (Fig. 6.6). The normalized theoretical scatter from a small 

sphere is also shown on Fig. 6.6. Note that the polarization elements (S12, 

S33, and S34) of the ARD are very similar to the polarization elements of 

the small sphere even though the dust particles are not smaller than the 

wavelength. However, the total intensity matrix element S11(a) is different 

for the two systems. For the Rayleigh sphere, the signal is symmetric 

about a = 90° and drops by only a factor of 2. For the ARD, element SI1 (a) 

is not symmetric and drops by several orders of magnitude before rising in 

the backscatter (a = 180°). The irregular surface structure tends to wash 

out the oscillatory structure giving smooth "Rayleigh-like" curves. Mathe

matically, higher order modes are dominated by the fundamental, electric 

dipole oscillations on the irregular surface. When we add up the individual 

dipole contributions over the dust particle surface, phase differences bet

ween the individual dipole moments on the surface must be included. 

These phase differences are the same for TE and TM polarized light, so 

they do not affect the polarization state of the scattered light. In calcu

lating the total intensity, however, the constructive and destructive inter

ference occuring between the individual dipole oscillations on the dust par

ticle surface will have an effect. No phase differences exist when a = 0°, 

so the dipoles constructively interfere, resulting in a maximum intensity. 

As a increases from 0°, some destructive interference occurs and the signal 

decreases. If the dust particles are large enough (a > )..12), constructive 

interference may cause the signal to rise again at large scattering angles 

as seen in Fig. 6.6. 

We now consider an irregular particle near a plane interface. 

From the previous discussion, we consider this to be composed of a sy-
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stem of scattering centers (dipoles) at various distances from the inter

face. We could calculate the scattered electric fields by summing the indi

vidual contributions of the irregular particle's surface. This model can be 

further simplified if we consider the actual distribution of the distances of 

the scattering centers from the interface. For example, let us consider a 

spherical object of diameter 0 with a highly irregular surface resting on 

an interface. Although the average distance of a scattering center from the 

interface is d = 0/2, the density of these scattering centers is greatest 

where the sphere t~uches the interface, d '" 0, or at the top of the sphere 

where d '" O. The light from the scattering centers located near these 

separations will play a dominant role in the scattered light. In our model 

we do not include the scattering centers located at the interface (d '" 0). 

A first order approximation of polarized light scattered from a highly-con

ducting interface contaminated by a dust particle of size parameter 0 is 

described by polarized light scattered from a small sphere (dipole) a dis

tance d '" D from the interface. Phase differences introduced across the 

particle will wash out the total intensity (SII) as they did for the isolated 

dust particle, but these will not affect the polarization state of the scat

tered light. 

Figure 6.7 shows the light-scattering S,jHH from two near-perfect 

aluminum surfaces illuminated at ex = 1010 studied by Iafelice and Bickel. As 

noted, the degraded mirror surface (OMS) has roughly five times more de

fects (pinholes andlor dust particles) than the perfect mirror surface 

(PMS). Also shown are the theoretical elements from a small sphere su

spended a distance d = AI 4.7 above an oxidized aluminum surface (ml.r = 
0.5 + 3.0i) illuminated at ex = 10e. This separation distance was chosen to 

match the DMS, since it was felt that the additional contaminants on the 

OMS would be dust particles and would conform with theory better than 
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the PMS. As we postulated, the polarization elements do conform with 

those predicted by theory. 

Four theoretical models were examined and found to predict the 

same scattering signals from a small sphere suspended above a surface 

interface. These results were compared with experimental scattering SIJ(-l}) 

from two near-perfect surfaces. As a first order approximation, the polari

zation state of the scattered light agrees quite well with what is predicted 

by the theories. 
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In Chapter 6 we examined the scatter in the limiting case of the 

sphere-surface system when the sphere becomes very small compared with 

the incident wavelength. We found that the results agreed quite well with 

the Mueller matrices of a near-perfect plane surface slightly contaminated 

with minute dust particles. In this chapter we will make some comparisons 

with experimental scattering data measured from sphere-surface systems 

when the spheres are approximately the same size as the incident wave

length. 

We first examine experimental data measured by Nahm for his dis

sertation. He compared his data with three different scattering models. 

The double interaction model (DIM) is very similar to the ray-tracing 

model we discussed in Chapter 6. This model is the most physically rea

lizable and yielded the best results. Unfortunately, a sign error in equation 

C.4 of his dissertation was propagated through to the final results. This 

error and a few programming errors have been corrected before compari

sons were made in this chapter. It should be noted that Nahm's BRDF cur

ves are actually mUltiplied by the projected area of the scattering surface 

on the detector (the cosine factor). 

Figure 7.1 is a comparison of the BRDF predicted by the sphere-sur

face scattering theory of this dissertation and the BRDF measured by 

Nahm for a plane wave (A = 0.6328(!m) incident normally onto a perfectlY 

conducting surface contaminated by r = 0.492 :t 0.025 (!m polystyrene/car

boxyl latex spheres (n.ph = 1.59) with a surface density of "'6.35 X 104cm-2
• 

The BRDF predicted by the DIM is also shown. The experimental BRDF 

curves of Figure 7.1 have a slightly higher angular frequency than those 

predicted by theory, indicating that the sphere-surface size parameter is 
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probably slightly larger than the radius given by r = d = 0.492 (lm. The ge

neral features of the curves more closely resemble those predicted by our 

theory than by the DIM. 
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Fig 7.1: Predicted BRDFs for the sphere-surface scattering theory (X--X), 

DIM (0--0) and Nahm's experimental data (+ + +) for a A = 0.6328(lm 

plane wave incident at (at = 0°) onto a perfectly conducting surface 

contaminated by r = 0.492 :t 0.025 (lm polystyrene/carboxyl latex 

spheres (naPh = 1.59) with a surface density of "'6.35 X 1O·cm-
2

• 
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Fig 7.2: Predicted BRDFs for the sphere-surface scattering theory (X--X), 

DIM (0--0) and Nahm's experimental data (+ + +) for a A = 0.6328[lm 

plane wave incident at (a = 10°) onto a perfectly conducting surface 

contaminated by r = 0.492 :t 0.025 [lm polystyrene/carboxyl latex 
spheres (nlPh = 1.59) with a surface density of "'6.35 X 104 cm-2

• 
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Fig 7.3: Predicted BRDFs for the sphere-surface scattering theory (X--X), 

DIM (0--0) and Nahm's experimental data (+ + +) for a A = 0.6328(,Lm 

plane wave incident at «(X = 30°) onto a perfectly conducting surface 

contaminated by r = 0.492 :t 0.025 (,Lm polystyrene/carboxyl latex 

spheres (n.ph = 1.59) with a surface density of "'6.35 X 104 cm-z •. 
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Figure 7.2 is a comparison of the BRDFs for the same system as Fi

gure 7.1, but with an incident angle (X = 10°. Again, the experimental BRDF 

curves have a slightly higher angular frequency than those predicted by 

theory. Nahm's calculations predict a dip at 108°. This dip was experi

mentally verified by Nahm about a year after he took the original data 

although it does not appear on his plots (108° is marked by an arrow in 

Figure 7.2>. This dip occurs in the calculations from both the sphere-sur

face scattering theory and the recalculated DIM for the TE incident case. 

Figure 7.3 is a comparison of the BRDFs for the same system as Fig

ure 7.1, but with an incident angle (X = 30°. Although the experimental data 

seem to match the curves predicted by the sphere-surface scattering theory 

better than the curves predicted by the DIM, the data are not conclusive. 

Reasons for this are numerous and have been discussed in detail by Nahm. 

One clue to the cause of disparity may lie in the experimental BRDF data 

itself. Whenever light scatters from simple systems, the intensity of the sig

nal oscillates, varying by several orders of magnitude. When the scattering 

system becomes more complex, these oscillations become washed out, and 

the signal variations decrease. The scattering signals from the complex dust 

particles in Figure 6.6 is a good example of this. The oscillation amplitudes 

of Nahm's experimental data never vary as much as an order of magnitude 

and never approach the amplitudes predicted by any of the scattering models. 

This suggests that the scattering system is more complicated than a perfect 

sphere resting on a perfect surface. Nahm suggests that the spheres may 

be resting on contaminants on top of the surface. As was seen in Chapter 6, 

the scattering signals are highly dependent on the sphere-surface separation. 

A distribution of sphere-surface separations would cause the experimental 

signals to wash out. It would also explain why the experimental scattering 

signal oscillations have a slightly greater angular frequency than predicted. 

A layer of contaminants between the sphere and surface would, among other 
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things, increase the sphere-surface separation resulting in an increase in the 

angular frequency. 
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Fig 7.4: Intensities predicted by the finite difference method for an n.ph = 
1.59, r = 0.25 (Lm sphere resting on a substrate illuminated by a TE-po

larized, ex = 45° A = 0.488 (Lm plane wave. In Fig. 7.4a the substrate is 
silicon (n •• r = 4.41). In Fig. 7.4b the substrate is a perfect conductor 

(n •• r = (0). 
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Fig 7.5: Intensities predicted by the sphere-surface scattering theory for an 

naph = 1.59, r = O.25(lm sphere resting on a substrate illuminated by an 

IX = 45°, A = 0.4881lm plane wave. The substrate is a perfect conductor 

(X--X) or silicon (0--0). 
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Another method for solving the scatter from a sphere-surface sy

stem has been applied by Wojcik, Vaughan and Galbraith in demonstrat

ing a numerical solution to Maxwell's equations for diffraction and scat

tering. Such finite element and finite difference methods do not yield an 

analytic solution and are extremely computer intensive. Greg Wojcik was 

kind enough to provide scattering data from a perfectly conducting sub

strate and a silicon substrate to compare with the analytical solution of 

this dissertation. Figure 7.4 shows the scattered intensities from an n.ph 

= 1.59, r = 0.51Lm sphere resting on a conductor (naur = (0) and on silicon 

(naur = 4.41> when the system is illuminated by an <X = 45·, TE-polarized 

plane wave 0 .. = 0.488ILm). The sphere-detector distance is 10 waves. Note 

the coordinates on the 3-dimensional plots are -& and cpo Figure 7.5 shows 

the results of the analytical theory for this same system (The TM plots 

are not shown in Figure 7.4). The scattering angles in Figure 7.5 corre

spond to the two planes on the graphs of Figure 7.4 where cp = O· and cp = 

180·. The notation at the top of Figure 7.5 should facilitate a comparison 

with the plots of Figure 7.4. The two sets of curves share a number of 

similarities. The shapes of the curves and intensities are approximately 

equal (note that these are actual intensities and not magnitudes of intens

ities). Both sets of curves predict strong specular peaks (-& = 45·, cp = 0°) 

and enhanced backscatter (-& = 45·, cp = 180°)' It should not be surprising 

that the curves for the conducting substrate are more similar than for the 

silicon substrate. For a conducting substrate the theory of this dissertation 

is exact; whereas, for a nonconducting substrate we assume that the inter

acting fields strike the surface at normal incidence. With a refractive index 

of naur = 4.41, the silicon substrate nearly provides a worst-case scenario, 

since the reflectance is neither close to one nor zero. In addition, the two 

scattering systems are slightly different. The finite difference method cal

culates the scatter at a distance 10 waves from the sphere; whereas, the 

analytical solution calculates the far field. In addition, the scattering 
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system must be digitized when using the finite difference method. This 

restricts the size of the scattering system to available memory and time. 

As a result the sphere is jagged, not smooth, and the substrate is finite, 

not infinite. Wojcik's major concern using this method is the finite size of 

the substrate. Despite the approximations used in these two methods, 

Figures 7.4 and 7.5 are quite similar. 

d 

. Figure 7.6: Model of enhanced backscatter. 
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Figure 7.7: Figure 5.8 of Spyak's dissertation showing the scatter from 

Sample la: Comparison between theoretical and experimental BRDFs from 

spherical particles on a mirror: A = 0.6328t.tm, Cl = 100 (a: TE, b: TM). 
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Enhanced backscatter refers to a rise in the scattered intensity in 

the direction opposite to the incident light (back toward the light source 

at .& = 1800 + a). Enhanced backscatter is present in the calculated intensi

ties of Figures 7.2-7.5. This phenomenon has been documented in complex 

scattering systems. The simplest model explaining enhanced backscatter is 

similar to the DIM. Figure 7.6 shows the two rays of the DIM which 

interact with the plane surface once. Ray path abcd traces a ray which 

strikes the sphere, the plane and then returns toward the source. Ray path 

dcba traces a ray which strikes the plane, the sphere and then returns to

ward the source. These two rays constructively interfere since they each 

experience the same phase lag, strike the plane surface at the same angle, 

and are scattered by the sphere at the same angle. If the rays scatter at a 

different angle, some or all of these factors will be different. The resul t 

is a rise in intensity in the backscatter direction. 

Enhanced backscatter is not a prominent feature in Nahm's data, 

although it does stand out in Figure 7.3. Spyak measured the scatter from 

surfaces contaminated by spheres having different radii. For this complex 

system, the oscillations in the scattering curves wash out. The resulting 

intensity distributions all look similar. One example is Figure 7.7 which is 

Figure 5.6 in Spyak's dissertation (T - To is the angle measured from the 

specular peak). The one notable characteristic in these curves is the 

enhanced backscatter. Spyak did not use the DIM to predict the scatter, 

but instead chose to use Young's model. This model is similar to the DIM 

but does not include the two rays that strike the surface before they 

strike the sphere (one of which is ray dcba of Figure 7.6>. Since the me

chanism for enhanced backscatter is not present in this model, the back

scatter portion of the curves are not predicted very well. 
\ 
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CHAPTBR. 8 

Bm I DON'T HAVE A BU11.ER 

It was a cool and clear morning as the sun inched up over the 

mountains. I yawned and stretched my arms as her rays passed through 

the study window, illuminating the chocolate-chip cookie in my right hand. 

The stacks of reference books and journal articles remained a testament to 

the previous night's accomplishments. Although the bulk of the work was 

accomplished in the derivation, there remained countless questions to be 

answered, and countles~ is a quantity too large to be accomplished in one 

night, or even one dissertation. I pondered over the derivation as I reached 

for another cookie. Verification of this theory is somewhat elusive. 

Although the experimental comparisons are not discouraging, they are not 

conclusive either. One major difficulty is that scattering signals are 

extremely sensitive. The frequency of oscillations of the scattering curves 

for a sphere-surface system are approximately twice as great as those for 

an isolated sphere. The plane surface has the effect of making the scat

tering system along with any imperfections appear twice as large as they 

would be without the plane surface. For the experimentalist, this means 

that the sample preparation procedure is probably the most critical step in 

producing useful scattering data. I reached for another cookie. 

It is the nature of science that more questions are raised in per

forming an experiment than were asked before the experiment began. It is 

ironic that when we are led so far astray, the initial questions often re

main unanswered in pursuit of answers to other questions. Such is the 

case here. This is the final chapter of the novel where the detective pre

sents the evidence and captures the criminal. In this case, the theory is 

presented, but the mystery remains unsolved. The rings surrounding the 

lights are undoubtedly due to light scattered from large droplets on a 
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surface. These rings are very similar to rainbows which may be explained 

by tracing rays through water droplets. Mie theory provides all the scat

tering information obtainable from droplets, but provides no insight into 

why the colors appear where they do. Such is the case with the rings. The 

theory of this dissertation cannot really explain why the rings occur. It 

has, however, provided answers to several other questions. Some of these 

answers have posed further questions begging for answers. I'm sure that 

on some future dark and stormy night when I have no urgent problem on 

my mind that I will get out a great big piece of paper. And on this great 

big piece of paper, I will draw a great big circle touching a plane surface. 

And then I will draw some rays. But for now, the only circles I want to 

see are contaminated with chocolate chips. 
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We need to represent the incident plane wave in terms of ele

mentary spherical waves about a fixed center. A plane wave traveling along 

the z axis can be represented at a moment of time by e1kz which can be 

expressed as elkrcos'Y in our spherical polar coordinate system. We wish 

to express this as an expansion of the form 

0:> 

eikrcos'Y = 2: ~jq (kr)~q(cosy). (A.1) 
q·O 

The coefficients, ~, can now be found by mUltiplying by ~n (cosy )siny and 

integrating over y: 

f i(cosy)eikrCOSY sinydy = anjn(kr). 
o 

(A.2) 

The last step used the orthogonality relationship B.3. The standard method 

for evaluating the left half of the equation is to differentiate both sides n 

times with respect to kr, express the resulting functions at kr = 0 (which 

eliminates the r dependence), and finally to evaluate the resulting integral 

which is over cosny ~n(COSY )siny. I prefer to look it up in a table of 

integrals (Abramowitz and Stegun 10.1.14, for instance): 

jn(kr) 1 f 'J1:ikrcos'Y '" . = .n..; e P n(cOSY )slOY dy. 
1 2(2n+1) 0 

(A.3) 
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A simple substitution now yields 

an = in 12(2n+O therefore, (A.4) 

<XI 

eikrcos'Y = L in /2(2n+1) jn(kdPn(cosy). (A.S) 
n"O 

Finally, we wish to express the plane 'wave at an angle ex with respect to 

the z axis. This can be done by using the addition theorem for Legendre 

polynomials (Stratton or Arfken for instance): 

(A.6) 

This leads directly to the final expression: 

co " "'m "'m . 

eikrcos'Y = L L 2i" jn(kr) Pn(cosoc)Pn(cos.IHe-1DlCj). (A.7) 
"=0 m=-n 
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APPENDIXB 
SOME USEFUL FOllMUI..AB 

Many formulas and integrals must be solved or simplified. Ra

ther than performing these operations in the main text, which could 

obscure the physics, they are placed in this appendix. First are some gene

ral properties of Bessel and Legendre functions (these can be found or 

derived directly from formulae found in a number of mathematical books 

like Arfken or Abramowitz and Stegun), followed by some integrals 

en.countered and their solutions. 

Orthogonality properties of the functions involved are as fol-

lows: 

It P':(x)P';(x)dx = l)P.q , which is equivalent to 
-1 

f'l1:(dP: dP.:" m
2 Pnmp.:"). + . 2 sm&d& = n(n+1) 8n.k , and, of course, 

o d& d& sm .l) 

2'11: . i eilll'P dcp = 27t 8m.o. 
o 

(B.t) 

(B.2) 

(B.3) 

(B.4·) 

(B.S) 

(B.6) 
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The associated Legendre polynomials obey a number of recur

rence relations, some of which are the following: 

2mx p"'m "'m'l "'m-l 
- _I (n+m+l)(n-m) Pn + -'(n+m)(n-m+1) P n , <t-x2) 112 n - y y (B.7) 

m'"'t ",'"'1 

= (n+mHn+m-t)Pn-l - (n-m+l)(n-m+2)Pn'l , leads to 

I (2n+1Hl-x2) Pn
m 

= (n+m+2)(n+m+1) "'m+t (n-m)(n-m-t> pm. 1 

P n,l -
(2n+3) 

"-1 , 
(2n-1) 

I (2n+l)(1-x2
) P: = (n+m-l)(n+m) "'m-1 (n-m+l)(n-m+2) "'m-1 

Pn-l Pn+1, (B. 8) -
(2n-1) (2n+3) 

"'m+1 t'V m-1 

,; (n+m+l)(n-m) P n - I (n+mHn-m+t) P n , (B.9) 

I"V m t'V m",t "'m+1 

2m (1_x2r1/2Pn = xl (n-m+l)(n+m) Pn + xl (n+m+l)(n-m) P n 

(B.I0) 



(2n+1)xP: = (n+m)P:, + (n-m+1)P:" leads to 

(n+m)(n-m) 

(2n-t) 

"'m 

Pn-l + 
(n-m+l)(n+m+1) 

(2n+3) 

Substituting B.8 into B.l0 will eventually lead to 

2mP~ (n+m+2)(n+m+t) "'m+1 (n-m+2) (n-m+t) 
[<t-x2)(2n+t) ]'12 = P n+l + 

(2n+3) (2n+3) 

2mP~ (n-m-l)(n-m) "'m+1 (n+m-1) (n+m) 
[<t-x2)(2n+1) ]'12 

= Pn-l + 
(2n-t) (2n-t) 

90 

(B. 11) 

"'m-1 

Pn.t, 

"'m-1 

P n-l. (B. 12) 

Some useful properties of the normalized associated Legendre polynomials 

are as follows: 

For spherical Bessel functions, the properties, 

2n+l 
Zn-l + Zn+l = -- Zn and 

r 

(B.13) 

(B.14) 

(B.15) 

(B.16) 
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d 1 
- zn(r) = -- [nzn-l - (n+t)zn+l], 
dr 2n+1 

(B.1?) 

are useful. 

The first integrals are over the variable cp, and are solved using 

B.6: 

f
27t 

" .Ate H1-rn-k)cp -H1+rn+k)cpd L. "2 e + e cp, 
k 0 

= 1t (Am-1 + Am+,). (B.18) 

The last step follows from B.13 and the fact that A. is composed of a 

product of two normalized associated Legendre polynomials of the same 

upper index. Similarly, we have, 

"1' "i2~ -Hrn+k)cpd L..nk smcpe cp = 
k 0 f

27t 
" Ak i(1-m-k)cp -H1+rn+k)cpd L. - e - e cp, 

k 2 0 

(B.19) 

The nastiness of the integrals increases when we consider the integrals 

over the associated Legendre polynomials. These are dealt with directly by 

applying the orthogonality conditions, but not without a bit of algebra. 



f7t:[..... "' ..... mcos.s mom m-I 

',& P n (cOS.s) + -Pn (cOS.IH] Pn(cos'&)sin.&d.& 
o sm 0.& 

1 Ii ..... m·, ..... m-I 

= - [/(n+m+l)(n-m) Pn(X) + f(n+m)(n-m+1) Pn(X) -
2 -1 

= I (n+mHn-m+1) 

1 II ..... m., "'m-I ="'2 [f(n+m+l)(n-m) Pn(X) + f(n+m)(n-m+1) Pn(X) + 
-1 

= I (n+m+t)(n-m) 
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(B.20) 

(B.21> 

The second step of each of these expressions (B.20 and B.21) comes from 

B.8 and B.9 and the last equation is due to the orthogonality (B.2) of the 

polynomials. The next pair of integrals are even nastier: 
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I'Vm c) N m t'Vm .. , f
TC 

[ ~-S P.(cos-S) + cos-S -P.(COS-S)] pp(cos-S)sin-Sd-S 
o sm ~ 

The last step uses B.9 and B.10 and canceling and combining like terms. 

We now try to get this last equation into a form like B.3. The following 

expression is equivalent to the above expression after applying B.l1 and 

B.B: 

(n-m+l)(n+m) ( 
(2n+1) 

(n+m-l)(n-m+1) p"'m-l( ) 
n-l X + 

(2n-1> 
(n-m+2)(n+m) p:~(X») 

(2n+3) 

= (n + 1) 

(n+m-1)(n+m) p"'m-l( ) _ .-1 x 
(2n-1) 

(n+m-1)(n+m) "'m-l 
pn-,(X) + n 

(2n+1)(2n-0 

(n+m-1)(n+m) 
(2n+1)(2n-1> 

+ n 

(n-m+1)(n-m+2) p:~l(X»)] P:(~)dx 
(2n+3) 

(n-m+1)(n-m+2) p:~l(X)Jp;-(lX)dX 
(2n+1)(2n+3) 

(n-m+1)(n-m+2) 
(2n+1)(2n+3) 

(B.22) 

We now proceed to the complement expression: 
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I1 ["'m a "'-1m ] "'m·1 = ( ~\112 Pn(X) + X<t_X2)1I2 - Pn(X) Pp(x)dx 
-1 1 X aX 

= f
1

[ x/(n+m+1)(n-m) ii:+(x) + m(1-x2)1/2P~(X)Jp~i~)dX. 

Once again, the last step uses B.9 and B.10 and canceling and combining 

like terms. We now try to get the equation into a form like B.3. The 

following expression is equivalent to the above expression after applying 

B.11 and B.8: 

= 

(n+m+l)(n-m) ( 
(2n+1) 

(n+m+ IHn-m- 1) p"'m+l 
n-l(X) + 

(2n-1) 

(n-m-1)(n-m) p"'m+l _ 
( ) 

n-l(X) 
2n-1 

(n-m-1)(n-m) "'m+l 
Pn-l(X) + n 

(2n+1)(2n-1) 

(n+m+2) (n-m) P::CX») 
(2n+3) 

(n + 1) (n-m-l)(n-m) Sn-l,p 
(2n+1)(2n-1) 

+ n 
(n+m+1)(n+m+2) 

(2n+1)(2n+3) 
(B.23) 
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APPENDIX C 

nIB TRANSLATION 11IEORBM 

Although many different forms of translation theorems for 

Legendre and Bessel functions are availabe, the one provided by Bobbert 

and Vlieger is well-suited for our purposes. A proof of this theorem 

follows. 

We wish to perform a translation of scalar functions along the 

z axis. Specifically, we wish to express the fUnctions of one coordinate 

system (x', y', z·) in terms of the functions of another coordinate system 

(x, y, z). The distinction between the coordinate systems is a shift along 

the z axis, so that the coordinates follow the relationship 

x = x', y = y', z = z· + 2d. (C.t> 

The functions we wish to express are the scattering functions of the 

image sphere. In the primed coordinate system these functions are the 

Hankel functions (mUltiplied by the appropriate Legendre polynomials and 

complex exponential) which have a pole at the origin. In the unprimed 

coordinate system, we use the better-behaved Bessel functions of the first 

kind: 

rv. CX)n t"'t,J 

Pm • •• "" In'm') pm im h~"'(kr') n'(cos3-')e1m 
cP =.G.G C'-om jn(kr) n (cos3-)e cp. (C.2) 

Because <p 

fies to 

n'-O m· ... n· 

= <p', the coefficients 
(n,m) 

en'lm' = 

h~'''(kr')P~(cos-&') = I ~:'om)jn (kr>P: (cos-&). 
n=lml 

8mom' 
In,m' 

en'lm' , and equation C.2 simpli-

(C.3) 
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Next, we will examine this expression in the limit as .s' approaches 0, at 

the point (r; .s',O). Before taking the limit, we divide both sides by sinm.& .. 

With r > 2d, 

lim sin.&' = _r_ sin.s. 
&'~O r-2d 

We also must evaluate 

lim 
&~O 

1
. 1 = Im-
x~1 2nn! 

(2n+l)(n-mH d nom [(x+l)(x-1)] 
2 (n+mH dxn

+
m 

(C.4) 

using Rodrigue's formula. We next use Leibnitz's rule for higher derivatives 

of. products to give 

1 
lim 

2"n! x~1 

lim 
1 

= 
x~1 2"n! 

= 

(2n+l)(n-mH 
2 (n+mH 

(2n+l)(n-mH 

2 (n+mH 

(2n+ 1)(n+m)! 
2 (n-m)! 

"Om 
(n+m)! dn• m- , 

d a 

2: (x-n" dx"·m.a -(x+t)" 
,-0 (n+m-s)!s! dx' 

"Om z: (n+mH 
,=0 (n+m-s)!s! 

n! (x-t),'m ~(x+n"" 
(s-mH (n-s)! 

(C.S) 

With C.4 and C.S, C.3 becomes 

We need to determine coefficients, 

(2n+1) 
(n+mH ("·.ml 

-"--...;.;.;;.;.;-'- c" j" (kr). 
(n-mH 

(C.6) 

This is done by finding coeffi-
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cients when m = 0 and then finding recurrence relations for n' and m to 

find the other coefficients. For m = 0, 

co 

12n'+1 hn,w(kr') = L /2n+1 c~n',m)jn(kr). (C.7) 
n=O 

For n = 0 or -1, addition theorems exist or can be derived for 

spherical Bessel functions (Stratton or Abramowitz and Stegun for in

stance): 
co 

ho(1) (kr') = L (2n + 1) jn (kr) hn (1) (2kd) , leads to 
n=O 

(0,0) ~ 
Cn = y 2n +1 hn w(2kd), while (C.S) 

co 

h.l(1)(kr') = i L (2n+1) jn(kdhn l1l (2kd), leads to 
n=O 

1-1,0) ~ 
Cn = -y 2n +1 hn 111 (2kd)' (C.9) 

With these equations as starting points, we can now develop recurrence 

relations for the other necessary coefficients. The recurrence relation for 

m is derived by substituting m + 1 for m in equation C.6: 

(2n'+1) (n:+m+O! fi~, (kr') = [1 _ 2dJm'1 ~ 
(n -m -lH r n=lml 

Dividing C.IO by C.6 yields 

00 

I (n'+m+l)(n'-m) L 
n=lml 

(2n+l)(n+mH (n'.m). (k ) 
Cn In r 

(n-m)! 

(2n+1)
(n +m+1)! (n' ,m'l) 
'---- Cn jn(kr). 
(n-m-1)! 

(2n+l)(n+m+1H (n',m'l) 
"-----'-"----- Cn jn(kr). 

(n-m-1H 

(C.lO) 



We next use B.16 and combine like terms in n to get 

-I (n',ml -I (n',m'lI 
(n'+m+1)(n'-m)(2n+1) Cn = (n+m+1)(n-m)(2n+1) Cn 

- 2dk 
(n+m+2)(n+m+t) (n',m'lI 

Cn,1 - 2dk 
(2n+3) 

(n-m)(n-ni-t) 
(2n-1) 

The process can be repeated for the m - 1 terms to get 

l(n'-m+t)(n'+m)(2n+t) c~n"m) = l(n-m+t)(n+m)(2n+t) c~n"m-lI 

- 2dk 
(n-m+2)(n-m+1) (n', .. -1) 
-----'-'-----':.- Cn'1 - 2dk 

(2n+3) 
(n+ m)(n+m-t) 

(2n-1) 
(n',m-lI 

Cn-1 
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(C.W 

(C.12) 

We can use C.U to calculate the coefficients for negative values 

of m and C.12 to calculate the coefficients for positive values of m. It 

should be noted that since the starting point is the same (m = 0) for cal

culating the coefficients that from the above two equations, 

(n',m) (n'.-m) 

Cn = Cn (C.13) 

which reduces the number of coefficients to calculate by a factor of two, 

Next we need a recurrence relation on n. We start by dif

ferentiating both sides of C.7 by r or r'. 

ex> 

12n'+1 hn,l1I '(kr') = L 12n+l c~"O) j: (kr). 
n=O 

Using B.t?, this last equation is eqUivalent to 

co 
112r: (1) (11 J" 112 (n',O) [ ] (2n'+1f Ln'hn'-dkr')-(n'+t)hn',1 (kr') = ~ (2n+tr Cn njn-1(kd - (n+t)jn'1(kr) , 

n'O 

which yields 



co 
~ 1.'-1.0) 
~ n'c. 

(2n + 1) 1."1.0) 
(2n'+1)(2n'-1) j.(kr) - (n'+1)c. 

(2n+t) '.(kr) 
(2n'+1)(2n'+3) J 

.'0 

co 
~ 112 1 •• 0) [ ] = ~ (2n+1r Cn njn-l(kr> - (n+t)jn+l(kr) . 
.-0 

Combining like terms yields 

"n'-1.0)l§n+1 (') In"l'0)~n+l nCn -- - n+l Cn --
2n'-1 2n'+3 

'n'.O) 
= (n+t)Cn'l 

(n',O) 

- n Cn-l 
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(C.14) 

(C.1S) 

Using C.B, C.9, C.12, C.13 and C.1S we can find all the translation coeffi

cients needed to perform a translation of a scalar function. 

To translate a vector wave function, I will simply give the results 

of Cruzan, and Stein. A vector wave function expressed in the primed 

coordinate system may be expanded in terms of vector wave functions in 

the unprimed coordinate system: 

co 
M~!';) = L C!n'.m) M~!) + D!""m) N ~!) 

n=lml 

co 

N ,(3) 
n'm = L D!n'.m) M~~ + C!n'.m) N ~~ (C.16) 

n=lm' 

where 
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c:·,ml (n',m) 2kd n +m+ 1 (n',m) 2kd n- m (n',m) 

= Cn 
2n + 

Cn·! 
2n - 1 

Cn-! 
3 n + 1 n 

D~n·.m) -2ikd In·,ml 
(C.17) = 1) 

mCn 
n(n + 
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APPENDIX D 

11IE FRESNEL EQUATIONS 

Derivations of the Fresnel equations can be found in many texts 

dealing with optics and electromagnetism. For the purposes of this disser

tation, I will simply list the formulae for amplitude reflectance and tran

smittance in the notation used in this paper. These are 

where 

ZlCOS-l}1 - Z2[ 1 - (n,/n2)2 sin2&,T/2 

ZlCOS&1 + Z2[ 1 - (n,/n2)2 sin2&1]1I2 ' 

(D.t> 

(D.2) 

(0.3) 

(0.4) 

(D.S) 
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At the end of chapter 4, equations for the amplitude scattering 

coefficients are derived. Within these expressions are some curious func

tions of the associated Legendre polynomials and their derivatives. It has 

been customary to represent these functions by a pair of spherical fUnc

tions, 1tn('&) and tn(.&) , where 

P~(cos.&) d 
1tn('&) = , an 

sin.& 

(E.1) 

Since we need to use more than one set of normalized associated Legendre 

polynomials, it is therefore a good idea to modify the existing functions 

into the following form: 

mPnm(cos.&) 
----, and 

sin.& 

Properties of these functions which we will use many times include 

':[:;'(-x) = (_1)m.n-l ':[~ (x). 

These are a direct result of B.13, B.9 and B.12. 

(E.2) 

(E.3) 

(E.4) 



Appendix P 

FUlttaa Procnm to PredIct Scatter fram Sphere-nrf.a! s,.tem 

c program to calculate the scattering from a sphere on or near a 
c surface 
c parameter isize determined by I of iterations 
c parameter isiza determined by I of angles 

parameter (isize-So,isiza-360) 
parameter (isize1-isize+1) 
parameter (isiz2-isize*2,isiz4-isiz8*4) 

c The following are bessel functions 
c for the sphere 

complex besjS(-l:isize),dbesjs 
c for the medium 

real besj(-l:isize),dbesj 
complex besh(-l:isize),dbesh 

c for the interference 
real besjd(-1:isiz4) 
complex beshd(-1:isiz4) 

c normalized ass. Legendre poly. 
real legpol(-2:isize1),legpol1(-2:isize1),legpol2(-2:isize1) 

c translation coeffients 
complex cuplo(-1:isiz4),cuplo1(-1:isiz4) 
complex cuplom(O:isiz2,O:isiz2),cuplom1(O:isiz2,O:isiz2) 
complex c,cc,ccc,ifact,iifact 

c scattering coefficients 
complex e(O:isize1,O:isize1),f(O:isizel,O:isizel) 
complex facte(O:isize),factf(O:isize) 

c Matrices 
dimension indX(isizel) 
complex matrix(isizel,isize1),matrixlu(isizel,isize1) 
complex b(isize1),bd(isizel),aa(O:isize),ba(O:isize),bigc,bigd 

c Scattering amplitude matrix 
complex saml(isiza),sam2(isiza),bper,bpar,bl,b2,b3,b4,sl,S2 

c Mueller matrix 
real mm(4,isiza),inten(2,isiza) 

c The.e are k value. 
complex ksph,kmir 
real pi,kmed,kd 

c The following are input variables 
real wavel,r,d,nl,n2,nsl,n.Z,thetao,thetai,thetaf,mu,mus,phi 
integer n,np 

c Reflectance variable. 
complex refl,reflectO,rper,rpar,tper,tpar 
integer state 
real theta,tau,pie,angle(isiza),pie1,tau1 
character*10 co. 

cbaracter*20 filename 

ccc-cmplx(O.O,l.O) 
c Input parameters 

7 format (a) 

c initial values 

iapp .. 1 
wavel-.6328 
::--wavel/l0. 
:1-r 
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nl-1.59 
n2=O. 
mu-1. 
nsl-3.S 
ns2-0. 
mus"'l. 
thetao-O. 
thetai=O. 
thetaf=360. 
num-19 
ibrdf=O 
densit-6.35e4 
icos-o 

c Menu to enter scattering parameters 

10 continue 

print*,' 1 Wavelenqth in incident medium 
print*,' 2 Radius of the sphere 
print*,' 3 Distance from sphere center to surface 
print*,' 4 Real index of the sphere (0 ~ conductor) 
print*,' 5 Imaginary index of the sphere 
print*,' 6 Relative mu of sphere 
print*,' 7 Real index of the surface (0 .. Conductor) 
print*,' 8 Imaginary index of the surface 
print*,' 9 Relative mu of surface 
print*,' 10 Incident angle 
print*,' 11 Number of angles in first quadrant 
print*,' 12 Approximation (1 .. no) 
print*,' 13 Print matrix elements' 
print*,' 14 Save matrix elements' 
print*,' 15 Print intensities' 
print*,' 16 Plot intensities' 
print*,' 17 Save intensities' 
print*,' 20 Run' 
print*,' 21 Plot matrix elements' 
print*,' 30 Quit' 
print*,' 25 BRDF (l-yes):',ibrdf,' 26 Density;',densit 

*,' 27 Cos:',icos 
print*,' Please Select: ' 
read*,i 
if (i.eq.30) gete 999 
if (i.ne.20) then 

if (i.eq.1) then 
print*,' What is the new wavelength? ' 
read*,wavel 

else if (i.eq.2) then 
print*,' What is the new radius? ' 
read*,r 
d=r 

else if (i.eq.3) then 
print*,' What is the distance? ' 
read*,d 

else if (i.eq.4) then 
print*,' What is the new index? ' 
read*,nl 

else if (i.eq.5) then 
print*,' What is the new index? ' 
read*,n2 

, ,wavel 
, ,r 
, ,d 
, ,n1 
, ,n2 
, ,mu 
, ,nsl 
, ,ns2 
, ,mus 
',thetao 
, ,num 
',iapp 
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c 

else 

else 

else 

else 

else 

else 

else 

else 

else 

else 

else 

4 

else 

5 

else 

if ( 1. eq • 6) then 
print*,' What is the relative mu? ' 
read*,mu 

if (i.eq.7) then 
print*,' What is the new index? ' 
read*,nsl 

if (i.eq.B) then 
print*,' What is the new index? ' 
read*,ns2 

if (i.eq.9) then 
print*,' What is the relative mu? ' 
read*,mus 

if (i.eq.10) then 
print*,' What is the newanqle? ' 
read*,thetao 

if (i.eq.11) then 
print*,' How many points? ' 
read*,num 

if (i.eq.25) then 
ibrdf = l-ibrdt 

if (i.eq.26) then 
print*,' What is the density/cm2? ' 
read*,densit 

if (i.eq.27) then 
icos"l-icos 

if (i.eq.12) then 
iapp .. l-iapp 
qoto 300 

if (i.eq.13) then 
do 4, i-1,num*4 

print*, angle(i),mm(l,i),mm(2,i),mm(3,i),mm(4,i) 
continue 
read(*,7) com 
goto 10 

if (i.eq.15) then 
do 5, i"1,num*4 

print*,angle(i),inten(1,i),inten(2,i) 
continue 
read(*,7) com 
goto 10 

if (i.eq.17) then 
print*,'What filename? (use single quotes) , 
read*,tilename 
open(10,tile-tilename) 
write(10,*) num*4+1 
do 111, i"1,num*4 

write(10,*) angle(i),',',inten(1,i),',',inten(2,i) 
111 continue 

write(10,*) anqle(1)+360,',',inten(1,1),',',inten(2,i) 
close(lO) 

else if (i.eq.14) then 
print*,'What filename? (use single quotes) , 
read*,filename 
open(10,file-filename) 
write(10,*) num*4+1 
write(10,*) 1 
write(lO,*) wavel,',',r,',',d,',',n1,',',n2 
write(10,*) mU,',',ns1,',',ns2,',',mus,',',thetao 
do 112, i=1,num*4 

lOS 



write(lO,*) angle(i),',',mm(l,i), 
*' , ' , mm (2, i) , , , , , mm (3, i) , , , , , mm (4, i) 

112 continue 
write(lo,*) angle(1)+360,',',mm(1,1) 

*,',' ,mm(2,1),',' ,mm(3,1),',' ,mm(4,1) 

endif 

close(lO) 
else if (i.eq.21) then 

call plot(mm,isiza,num) 
read(*,7) com 

else if (i.eq.16) then 
call plot1(inten,isiza,num) 
read(*,7) com 

endif 
goto 10 

c end of parameter input 

c Now some housekeeping I 

pi-4.0*atan(1.) 
ksph-cmplx(n1,n2) 
kmed-2.*pi*r/wavel 
ksph-cmplx(kmed)*ksph 
kd-4.*pi*d/wavel 
kmir=cmplx(ns1,ns2) 
kmir=kmir*cmplx(kmed) 

c nbg- # of iterations 

nbg-ksph+4.*ksph**.33 

print*,'Number of orders calculated: ',nbq 
print*,'How many orders? ' 
read*,nbg 

nb4-nbg*4 

c Calculate Bessal FUnctions 

call bessy(nbg,isize,besj,kmed) 
c=cmplx(kmed,O.) 
call bessji(nbq,isize,besh,c) 
do 11 i=--l,nbg 

besh(i)-besh(i)+ccc*besj(i) 
besj(i)-real(besh(i» 

11 continua 

call bessy(nb4,isiz4,besjd,kd) 
c=cmplx(kd,O.) 
call bessji(nb4,isiz4,beshd,c) 
do 12 i=-1,nb4 

beshd(i)-beshd(i)+ccc*besjd(i) 
12 continue 

if (n1.gt.O.1) then 
call bessji(nbg,isize,besjs,ksph) 

endif 

c Calculate Ric~ati-Bessel FUnctions and Derivatives needed 
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besjs(-l)=ksph*besjS(-l) 
besj(-l)=kmed*besj(-l) 
besh(-l)=cmplx(kmed)*besh(-l) 

do 100 i"'O,nbq 
besjs(i)=ksph*besjs(i) 
besj (i)=kmed*besj (i) 
besh(i)=cmplx(kmed)*besh(i) 
if (nl.gt.O.l) then 

dbesjs=besjs(i-l)-i*besjs(i)/ksph 
endif 
dbesj=besj(i-l)-i*besj(i)/kmed 
dbesh=besh(i-l)-i*besh(i)/cmplx(kmed) 
if (n1.gt.0.l) then 
facte(i)=ksph*dbesjs*besj(i)-kmed*mu*dbesj*besjs(i) 
c=ksph*dbesjs*besh(i)-kmed*mu*dbesh*besjs(i) 
facte(i)~-facte(i)/c 
factf(i)--kmed*mu*dbesjs*besj(i)+ksph*dbesj*besjs(i) 
c=ksph*dbesh*besjs(i)-kmed*mu*dbesjs*besh(i) 
factf(i)--factf(i)/c 
else 

facte(i)=-besj(i)/besh(i) 
factf(i)--dbesj/dbesh 

endif 
100 continue 

if (iapp.eq.l) then 

c Calculate translation coefficients 
c using C.S first 

do 110 n=0,nbq*4 
cuplo(n)=beshd(n)*sqrt(2*n+1.) 
cuplol(n)=-cuplo(n) 

110 continue 
do 115 n-0,nbq*2 

cuplom(O,n)=cuplo(n) 
115 continue 

c Now use equation C.15 
do 140 np-l,nbq*2 

do 120 n=0,nbq*4-np 
c-csqrt(cmplx«2*n+1.)/(2*np-3.»)*(np-l.) 
c"cuplol(n)*c 
cuplol(n)=cuplo(n) 
cuplo(n)-c 

120 continue 

do 130 n=0,nbq*4-np 
c--(n+l.)*sqrt«2*np-l.)/(2*n+3.»*cuplo1(n+1) 
c=c+n*csqrt(cmplx«2*np-l.)/(2*n-l.»)*cuplol(n-l) 
c=c+cuplo(n) 
cuplo(n)=c*sqrt«2*np+l.)/(2*n+l.»/np 
if (n.le.nbg*2) then 

cuplom(np,n)=cuplo(n) 
endif 

130 continue 
140 continue 
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endif 

theta-O 
state-l 
if (nsl.gt.o.l) then 

call reflect (reflectO ,theta, kmed,kmir,mus, state) 
else 

reflectO = -l. 
endif 
if (nsl.gt.O.l) then 

state .. O 
theta=thetao*pi/180. 
call reflect(rper,theta,kmed,kmir,mus,state) 
state-1 
call reflect(rpar,theta,kmed,kmir,mus,state) 

else 
rpar -l. 
rper .. -1. 

endif 

c start iterations in m 

do 299, m=l,nbg 
print*, 'm = , ,m 

c Calculate c coefficients 

if (iapp.eq.l) then 

do 155, np=m-1,2*nbg-m+1 
do 154, n=m-1,2*nbg-m+1 

cuplom1 (np,n) =cuplom(np,n) 
154 continue 
155 continue 

do 160, np=m,2*nbg-m 
do 159, n =m,2*nbg-m 

c=sqrt«n-m+l.)*(n+m)*(2*n+1.»*cuplom1(np,n) 
cuplom(np,n)-c 
c-kd*sqrt«n-m+2.)*(n-m+1.)/(2*n+3.» 
cuplom(np,n)=cuplom(np,n)-c*cuplom1(np,n+l) 
c"kd*sqrt«n+m)*(n+m-1.)/(2*n-1.» 
cuplom(np,n)-cuplom(np,n)-c*cuploml(np,n-l) 
c=sqrt«np-m+l.)*(np+m)*(2*n+1.» 
cuplom(np,n)-cuplom(np,n)/c 

159 continue 
160 continue 

endif 

c Calculate Legendre Polynomials for incident angle 

ii=nbg+1 
x=cos(pi*thetao/180.) 
mmm=m+1 
call nplgndr(mmm,ii,isize1,legpoll,x) 
mmm=m 
call nplgndr(mmm,ii,isize1,legpo12,x) 
mmm=m-1 
call nplqndr(mmm,ii,isize1,legpol,x) 
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do 180 n=m,nbg 
tau=sqrt«n+m+l.)*(n-m»*legpoll(n) 
pie=tau 
tau=tau-sqrt«n+m)*(n-m+l.»*legpol(n) 
tau--tau*.5 
if (abs(x).gt.0.5) then 

pie=pie+sqrt«n+m)*(n-m+l.»*legpol(n) 
pie=pie*.5/x 

else 
pie=m*legpol2(n)/sin(thetao*pi/180.) 

endif 
aa(n)=-(ccc**n)/(n*(n+l» 
ba(n)=aa(n)*pie 
aa(n)=aa(n)*tau 

180 continue 

c load matrix for scattering coefficients 

numel-nbg-m+1 
numtot=numel+numel 
if (iapp.eq.1) then 
do 220 nam, nbg 

i=n-m+l 
do 215 np=m,nbg 

ii"'np-m+1 
iii=«-l)**(np+m» 
bigc=cuplom(np,n+1)*(n+m+1.)/(2*n+3.)/(n+1.) 
bigc=bigc+cuplom(np,n-l)*(n-m)/(2*n-1.)/n 
bigc=cuplom(np,n)-kd*bigc 
bigd=-ccc*kd*m/n/(n+1.)*cuplom(np,n) 
c=-iii*facte(n)*reflectO*bigc 
matrixlu(i,ii)=c 
matrix(i,ii)=c 
c=iii*facte(n)*reflectO*bigd 
matrixlu(i,ii+numel)=c 
matrix(i,ii+numel)=c 
c=-iii*factf(n)*reflectO*bigd 
matrixlu(i+numel,ii)=c 
matrix(i+numel,ii)=c 
c=iii*factf(n)*reflectO*bigc 
matrixlu(i+numel,ii+numel)=c 
matrix(i+numel,ii+numel)=c 

215 continua 
matrix(i,i)~atrix(i,i)-l 
matrixlu(i,i)=matrixCi,i) 
matrixCi+numel,i+numel)=matrix(i+numel,i+numel)-l 
matrixlu(i+numel,i+numel)=matrix(i+numel,i+numel) 

220 continue 

c Load up solution vectors 
c For TE case 

do 226 n=m,nbg 
i=n-m+l 
c=cexp(ccc*kd*x) 
c=c*C(-l)**(n+m» 
bCi)=-facte(n)*aa(n)*Cl.-rper*c) 
b(i+numel)=-factf(n)*ba(n) * (l.+rper*c) 
bd(i)=b(i) 
bd(i+numel)=b(i+numel) 
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226 continue 
ii=isizel 
call ludcmp(matrixlu,numtot,ii,indx,dd) 
call lubksb(matrixlu,numtot,ii,indX,b) 
call mprove(matrix,matrixlu,numtot,ii,indx,bd,b) 

c For TM case 

c 

do 228 n=m,nbq 
i=n-m+l 
e(m,n)=b(i) 
f(m,n)=b(i+numel) 
c=cexp(ccc*kd*x) 
c=c*«-l)**(n+m» 
b(i)=-ccc*facte(n) *ba(n) *(l.-rpar*c) 
b(i+numel)--ccc*factf(n)*aa(n)*(l.+rpar~c) 
bd(i)=b(i) 
bd(i+numel)=b(i+numel) 

228 continue 
ii=isizel 
call lubksb(matrixlu,numtot,ii,indx,b) 
call mprove(matrix,matrixlu,numtot,ii,indx,bd,b) 
do 229 n'"1!l,nbq 

i=n-m+l 
e(isizel-m+l,isizel-n)=b(i) 
f(isizel-m+l,isi~el-n)=b(i+numel) 

229 continue 

else 

240 

endif 

APPROXIMATION METHOD DIM model 
do 240 n"m,nbq 

i=n-m+l 
c = cexp(ccc*kd*X) 
c = c*«-l)**(n+m» 
b(i)=facte(n) *aa(n) *(l.-rper*c) 
b(i+numel)=factf(n) *ba(n) * (l.+rper*c) 
e(m,n) .. b(i) 
f(m,n)=b(i+numal) 
b(i)=ccc*facte(n)*ba(n)*(l.-rpar*c) 
b(i+numel)-ccc*factf(n) *aa(n) *(l.+rpar*c) 
e(isizel-m+l,isizel-n)=b(i) 
f(isizel-m+l,isizel-n)=b(i+numel) 

continue 

299 continue 

c calculate amplitude coefficients 

300 do 399 i=l,num+l 

iquad2=2*num+l-(i-l) 
iquad3=2*num+l+(i-l) 
iquad4=4*num+l-(i-l) 

anqle(i)=90.0*(i-l)/(num) 
anqle(iquad2)=180.-anqle( 
anqle(iquad3)-180.+anqle( 
anqle(iquad4)~360.-anqle( 
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c 

c 

c 

305 

c 

theta~anqle(i)*pi/180. 

Quadrants 2 and 3 
if (ns1.qt.0.1) then 
state=O 
call reflect(rper,theta,kmed,kmir,mus,state) 
state"l 
call reflect(rpar,theta,kmed,kmir,mus,state) 
Quadrants 1 and 4 
state=2 
call reflect (tper, theta, kmed, kmir, mus, state) 
state-3 
call reflect(tpar,theta,kmed,kmir,mus,state) 
else 

rper .. -1-
rpar = -1-
tper .. o. 
tpar = o. 

endif 

sam1(i)=0. 
sam2(i)=0. 
sam1(iquad2) =0. 
sam2(iquad2)~0. 
saml(iquad3) =0. 
sam2(iquad3)=0. 
sam1(iquad4) =0. 
sam2(iquad4) =0. 

x=cos(theta) 

do 330 m=1,nbq 

calculate Leqendre polynomials 
ii=nbq+1 
mmm=m 
call nplqndr(mmm,ii,isize1,legpol2,x) 
mmm=m+1 
call nplqndr(mmm,ii,isize1,legpoll,x) 
if (m.eq.O) then 

else 

encUf 

do 305, ja-2,isize1 
legpol(j) =-legpo11 (j) 

continue 

mmm=m-1 
call nplqndr(mmm,ii,isize1,legpol,x) 

do 310 n=m,nbq 
Calculate pie and tau for quad 1 and 4 
tau=sqrt«n+m+l.)*(n-m»*legpo11(n) 
pie .. tau 
tau=tau-sqrt«n+m)*(n-m+1.»*legpol(n) 
tau=-tau*.5 
if (abs(x).qt.0.5) then 

pie=pie+sqrt«n+m)*(n-m+1.»*legpol(n) 
pie=pie*.5/x 

else 
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c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

pie=m*leqpo12(n)/abs(sin(theta» 
endif 

quadrants 1 and 4 
bl=f(m,n) *pie+e(m,n) *tau 
b2=e(isizel-m+l,isizel-n)*pie 
b2=b2+f(isizel-m+l,isizel-n)*tau 
bper=tper 
bpar .. tpar 
ifact-(-ccc)**n 
if (i.ne.num+l) then 
Quadrant 1 

Sl=2.*ifact*bl*bper 
s2=2.*ifact*b2*bpar 
saml(i)=saml(i)+sl 
sam2(i)=sam2(i)-s2*ccC 

Quadrant 4 
if (i.ne.l) then 

c=cexp(ccc*m*pi) 
saml(iquad4)=saml(iquad4)+sl*c 
sam2 (iquad4)=sam2 (iquad4)-s2*ccc*c 

endif 
endif 

quadrants 2 and 3 
pie=pie*(-l)**(n+m) 
tau~tau*(-1)**(n+m-1) 
b1=f(m,n) *pie+e(m,n) *tau 
b3=f(m,n)*pie-e(m,n)*tau 
b2=e(isize1-m+1,isize1-n)*pie 
b4=e(isizel-m+1,isize1-n)*pie 
b2=b2+f(isize1-m+1,isizel-n)*tau 
b4=-b4+f(isizel-m+1,isize1-n)*tau 

bper-(-l)**(n+m) 
bper=bper*cexp(ccc*kd*x) 
bpar=rpar*bper 
bper=rper*bper 

Quadrant 2 
sl=2. *ifact* (b1+b3*bper) 
s2=2.*ifact*(b2+b4*bpar) 
sam1(iquad2)=sam1(iquad2)+sl 
sam2 (iquad2)=sam2 (iquad2)-s2*ccc 

c Quadrant 3 
if (i.ne.1) then 

c=cexp(ccc*m*pi) 
saml(iquad3)=sam1(iquad3)+sl*C 
sam2 (iquad3) =sam2 (iquad3)-s2*Ccc*c 

endif 
310 continue 
330 continue 
399 continue 

c calculate matrix elements 

do 420, i=1,num*4 
c=l. 
if (icos.eq.1) then 
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C=COS(pi/180.*(angle(i») 
endif 
if (ibrdf.eq.l) then 

cc=sqrt(densit/100000000.) 
cc"cc/(kmed/r) 
if (iapp.eq.O) then 

cc=cc/cos(pi/180.*thetao) 
endif 
if (cabs(c).gt.0.0001) then 
sam1(i)=sam1(i)*cc/c 
sam2(i)=sam2(i)*cc/c 

endif 
endif 

c=sam1(i)*conjg(sam1(i» 
cc=sam2(i)*conjg(sam2(i» 
inten(l,i)=real(c) 
inten(2,i)creal(cc) 
mm(l,i)=real(c+cc) 
mm(1,i)=mm(1,i)/2. 
mm(2,i)=real(cc-c) 
mm(2,i)=mm(2,i)/2. 
mm(3,i)=real(sam1(i)*conjg(sam2(i») 
mm(4,i)=aimag(sam2(i)*conjg(sam1(i») 
if (ns1.gt.O.1) then 

mm(2,i)=mm(2,i)/mm(1,i) 
mm(3,i)=mm(3,i)/mm(1,i) 
mm(4,i)=mm(4,i)/mm(1,i) 

else 
if (i.gt.(num).and.i.lt.(3*num+2» then 

mm(2,i)=mm(2,i)/mm(1,i) 
mm(3,i)=mm(3,i)/mm(1,i) 
mm(4,i)=mm(4,i)/mm(1,i) 

endif 
endif 

420 continue 

call plot(mm,isiza,num) 
read(*,7) com 
goto 10 

c And that's all! 

999 stop 
end 
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c Subroutines to calculate the scattering from a sphere on or near a 
c surface 

c 

subroutine plot(mm,isiza,num) 
real mm(4,isiza) 
integer*4 xl,x2,yl,y2,ilog 
print*,'Take log? (1 '" yes) , 
read*,ilog 
do 1 iplt"1,25 

print*,' , 
1 continue 

do 1000 iplt=1,4 
ixmax"309 
ixmin-o 
iymax=O 
iymin-99 
if (iplt.eq.2.or.iplt.eq.4) then 

ixmax"'620 
ixmin"'310 

endif 
if (iplt.eq.3.or.iplt.eq.4) then 

iymaX"'lOO 
iymin"'199 

endif 
draw box 
xl=-ixmin 
x2 .. ixmax 
yl=iymin 
y2=yl 
call line(xl,x2,yl,y2) 
yl=iymax 
y2"yl 
call line(xl,x2,yl,y2) 
if eiplt.ne.l) then 

yl=eiymax+iymin)/2 
y2-yl 
call lineexl,x2,yl,y2) 

endif 
x2-ixmin 
yl-iymax 
y2 .. iymin 
call lineexl,x2,yl,y2) 
xl-ixmax 
x2 .. ixmax 
call lineexl,x2,yl,y2) 
xl"eixmax-ixmin)/4.+ixmin 
x2"xl 
call line(xl,x2,yl,y2) 
xl-eixmax-ixmin)/2.+ixmin 
x2=xl 
call line(xl,x2,yl,y2) 
xl"eixmax-ixmin)*3./4.+ixmin 
x2"xl 
call line(xl,x2,yl,y2) 
ymax=l. 
ymin=-l. 
if (iplt.eq.l) then 

yymax-mm(l,l) 
yymin=mm(l,l) 
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10 

endif 

do 10 i=2,num*4 
if (yymax.1t.mm(l,i» then 

yymax""mm(l, i) 
endif 
if (yymin.qt.mm(l,i» then 

yymin"'mm(l,i) 
endif 

continue 
if (i10g.eq.1) then 

ymax=1og10(yymax) 
ymin=loglO(yymin) 

else 
ymax=yymax 
ymin=yymin 

endif 

do 50 i=2,num*4+1 
xl=(i-2)*(ixmax-ixmin)/(num*4)+ixmin 
x2=(i-1)*(ixmax-ixmin)/(num*4)+ixmin 
yy1=mm(iplt,i-1) 
if (i.eq.(num*4+1» then 

yy2=mm( iplt, 1) 
else 

yy2=mm( iplt, i) 
endif 
if (iplt.eq.1.and.ilog.eq.1) then 

yy1=10g10(yy1) 
yy2=-10g10(yy2) 

endif 
y1=(yy1-ymin)*(iymax-iymin)/(ymax-ymin)+iymin 
y2=(yy2-ymin)*(iymax-iymin)/(ymax-ymin)+iymin 
call line(x1,x2,y1,y2) 

50 continue 
1000 continue 

return 
end 

subroutine plot1(mm,isiza,num) 
real mm(2, isiza) 
integer*4 x1,x2,y1,y2 
do 1 iplt-1,25 

print*,' , 
1 continue 

ixmax-620 
ixmin-O 
iymax-O 
iymin"199 

c draw box 
x1 ... ixmin 
x2=ixmax 
y1=iymin 
y2"y1 
call 1ine(x1,x2,y1,y2) 
Y1=iymax 
y2=y1 
call line(X1,x2,y1,y2) 
x2=ixmin 
y1=iymax 
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y2=iymin 
call line(x1,x2,y1,y2) 
x1 .. ixmax 
x2=ixmax 
call line(X1,x2,y1,y2) 
x1=(ixmax-ixmin)/4.+ixmin 
x2=x1 
call line(X1,x2,y1,y2) 
x1=(ixmax-ixmin)/2.+ixmin 
x2=x1 
call line(x1,x2,y1,y2) 
x1=(ixmax-ixmin)*3./4.+ixmin 
x2=x1 
call line(x1,x2,y1,y2) 
ymax-l. 
ymina-1. 
yymax=mm(l,l) 
yymin=mm(l,l) 
do 999, iplt"1,2 

do 10 i=2,num*4 
if (yymax.lt.mm(iplt,i» then 

yymax-mm(iplt,i) 
endif 
if (yymin.gt.mm(iplt,i» then 

yymin=mm(iplt,i) 
endif 

10 continue 
999 continue 

ymax=loglO(yymax) 
ymin=loglO(yymin) 
do 1000 iplt"'1,2 

do 50 i=2,num*4+1 
x1=(i-2)*(ixmax-ixmin)/(num*4)+ixmin 
x2-(i-l) *(ixmax-ixmin)/(num*4) +ixmin 
yy1=mm(iplt,i-l) 
if (i.eq.(num*4+1» then 

yy2=mm(iplt,1) 
else 

yy2=mm(iplt,i) 
endif 
yyl ... 1og10(yyl) 
yy2 .. 1og10 (yy2) 
y1=(yy1-ymin)*(iymax-iymin)/(ymax-ymin)+iymin 
y2-(yy2-ymin)*(iymax-iymin)/(ymax-ymin)+iymin 
call line(xl,x2,y1,y2) 

50 continue 
1000 continue 

return 
end 

subroutine line(x1,x2,yl,y2) 
integer*4 Xl,X2,y1,y2 
integer*4 regs(o:14) 
integer*4 ptr 

call aOOO (rags) 
ptr"'regs(8) 
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call poke2(ptr+38,x1) 
call poke2(ptr+40,y1) 
call poke2(ptr+42,x2) 
call poke2(ptr+44,y2) 
call a003 (rec;s) 
return 
end 

subroutine ludcmp(a,n,np,indx,d) 
c c;iven nxn matrix a with physical dim NP, this routine replaces it 
c by the LU decomposition of a rowwise permutation of itself. A and 
c n are input. A is output. INDX is an output vector which records the 
c row permutation effected by the partial pivotinc;; D is output 
c as +-1 dependinc; on whether the number of row interchanc;es 
c was even or odd. This routine is used in combination with Lubksb 
c to solve linear equations or invert a matrix. 

complex tiny 
parameter (nmax=100) 
complex a(np,np),sum,cdum,vv(nmax),aamax 
dimension indx(n) 

tiny=cmplx(1.oe-20,1.0e-20) 
d=l. 
do 12 i=l,n 

aamax=cmplx(O.,O.) 
do 11 j=l,n 

if (cabs(a(i,j».gt.cabs(aamax» aamax-a(i,j) 
11 continue 

if (cabs(aamax).eq.O) pause 'sinc;ular matrix' 
vv(i)=l./aamax 

12 continue 
do 19 j"l,n 

do 14 i=1,j-1 
sum-a(i,j) 
do 13 k"'1,i-1 

sum-sum-a(i,k)*a(k,j) 
13 continue 

a(i,j)=sum 
14 continue 

aamax-cmplx(O.,O.) 
do 16 i"'j,n 

sum-a(i,j) 
do 15 k a 1, j-l 

sum-sum-a(i,k)*a(k,j) 
15 continue 

a(i,j)=sum 
cdum=vv(i)*sum 
if (cabs(cdum).ge.cabs(aamax» then 

imax:ai 
aamax"cdum 

endif 
16 continue 

if (j.ne.imax) then 
do 17 k"l,n 

cdum=a(imax,k) 
a(imax,k)=a(j,k) 
a(j,k)=cdum 

17 continue 
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endif 

d--d 
vv(imllx)-vv(j) 

indx(j)"imllx 
if(cabs(a(j,j».eq.O) a(j,j)=tiny 
if (j.ne.n) then 

cdum-l./a(j,j) 
do 18 i:aj+l,n 

a(i,j)=a(i,j)*Cdum 
18 continue 

endif 
19 continue 

return 
end 

subroutine lubksb(a,n,np,indx,b) 
c Solves the set of n linear equations A.X=B. Here A is input, not 
c as the matrix A but rather as its LU decomp, from LUDCMP. INDX 
c is input as the permutation vector returned by LUDCMP. B is input 
c as the right-hand side vector B, and returns with the solution 
c Vector X. A,N,NP and INDX are not modified by this routine and 
c can be left in place for successive calls with different right-hand 
c sides B. This routine takes into account the possibility that B will 
c begin with many zero elements, so it is efficient for use in 
c matrix inversion 

complex a(np,np),b(n),sum 
dimension indx(n) 

ii-o 
do 12 i=l,n 

ll"'indx{i) 
sum-bell) 
b(ll) "'b( i) 
if (ii.ne.O) then 

do 11 j=ii,i-1 
sum-sum-Il{i,j)*b{j) 

11 continue . 
else if (cabs{sum).ne.O.) then 

ii-i 
endif 
b(i)=sum 

12 continue 
do 14 i-n,1,-1 

sumwb(i) 
if (i.lt.n) then 

do 13 j-i+1,n 
sum-sum-a{i,j)*b(j) 

13 continue 
endif 
b(i)=sum/a(i,i) 

14 continue 
return 
end 
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subroutine mprove(a,alud,n,np,indx,b,x) 
c improves a solution vector X of the linear set of equations A.X=B. 
c The matrix A, and the vectors B and X are input, as is the dim 
c n. Also input is alud the lu dcomp. of A as returned by ludcmp, and 
c the vector indx also returned by that routine. On output, only 
c X is modified, to an improved set of values 

c 
C 

parameter (nmax~100) 
complex a(np,np),alud(np,np),b(n),x(n),sdp,r(nmax) 
dimension indx(n) 

do 12 i~l,n 
sdp=-b(i) 
do 11 j=l,n 

sdp=sdp+a(i,j)*x(j) 
11 continue 

r(i)=sdp 
12 continue 

call lubksb(alud,n,np,indx,r) 
do 13 i""l,n 

x( i) =x( i) -rei) 
13 continue 

5 

11 

110 

return 
end 

subroutine nplgndr(m,nbr,iisize,legpol,x) 
Calculate normalized ass. legendre pol. from 1"0 to nbr 
-l<"'x<=l 
real x,legpol(-2:iisize) 
integer n,nbr 
real pmm,somx2,fact,pll,pmmpl 
mm~od(m,2)*(-2)+1 
m=abs(m) 
do 5 i=-2,m 

legpol(i)"o. 
continue 
pmm .. 1. 
if (m.gt.O) then 

somx2-sqrt«1.-x)*(1.+x» 
fact"'l. 

endif 

do 11 i=l,m 
pmm--pmm*fact*somx2/sqrt(real(i» 
fact"fact+2. 

continue 
do 110 i~+1,2*m 

pmm"pmm/sqrt(real(i» 
continue 
pmm=pmm*sqrt(2.*m+l.) 

legpol (m) =pmm*mm 
if (nbr.gt.m) then 

endif 

pmmpl=x*sqrt(2.*m+3.)*pmm 
legpol(m+1)"'pmmpl*mm . 

if (nbr.gt.m+l) then 
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c 
c 
c 

12 

do 12 11=m+2,nbr 
pll=x*sqrt(2.*11-1.)*pmmp1 
pll=pll-sqrt«11+m-l.)*(11-m-1.)/(2.*ll-3.»*pmm 
pll=pll/sqrt«11-m)*(ll+m)/(2.*ll+1.» 

endif 
m"'lll*mm 
return 
end 

pmm=pmmpl 
pmmpl-p11 
legpol(ll)-pll*mm 

continue 

subroutine reflect(r,theta,k1,k2,mu,state) 
Calculates the reflectance for a given theta 
state-O E perpendicular state-l E parallel 
state-3 E perpendicular : state-4 E parallel 
integer state 
real theta,k1,mu 
complex r,k2,k 

j .. o 

k=csqrt(1.-(kl/k2*sin(theta»**2) 

given k1,k2 
•• both reflect 
:: both transmit 

if (abs(k1-real(k2»+abs(aimag(k2».lt.0.0001) then 
c surface is air 

endif 

j a 2 
if (state.lt.2) then 

r=cmplx(O. ,0.) 
else 

r=cmplx(l.,O.) 
endif 

if (j.eq.O) then 
c k=csqrt(l-k*k) 

if (state.eq.O) then 
r=kl*cos(theta)*mu 
r-(r-k*k2)/(r+k*k2) 

else if (state.eq.1) then 
rak2*cmplx(cos(theta)/mu) 
r--(r-k*cmplx(kl»/(r+k*cmplx(kl» 

else if (state.eq.2) then 
r=k1*cos(theta)*mu 
r=(2*r)/(r+k*k2) 

else if (state.eq.3) then 
r=cmplx(cos(theta» 
r=(2*r*k1)/(r*k2/mu+k*cmplx(k1» 

endif 
end!f 
return 
end 
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subroutine bessy(n,np,bessy,x) 
c subroutine to calculate the spherical bessel function from order 
c 0 to order n stored in arr".y bessy 

integer n,np 
real x,xx,pi 
real bessy(-l:np) 
if (n.lt.3) then 

n"3 
endif 
pi=4.*atan(1.0) 
xx=-x-2*pi*int(x/2./pi) 
bessY(-l)~sin(xx)/x 
bessy(O)--cos(xx)/x 
bessy(l)=-cos(xx)/x/x-sin(xx)/x 
do 10 i-2,n 

bessy(i)=(2*(i-1)+1)/x*bessy(i-1)-bessy(i-2) 
10 continue 

return 
end 

subroutine bessyi(n,np,bessy,x) 
c subroutine to calculate the spherical bessel function from order 
c 0 to order n stored in array bessy 

inteqer n,np 
complex x,xx,bessy(-l:np) 
real pi 
it (n.lt.3) then 

n-3 
endif 
pim4. *atan(l. 0) 
xx=-x-2*pi*int(x/2./pi) 
bessy(-l)=csin(xx)/x 
bessy(O)=-ccos(xx)/x 
bessy(l)--ccos(xx)/x/x-csin(xx)/x 
do 10 i-2,n 

bessy(i)-(2*(i-1)+1)/X*bessy(i-1)-bessy(i-2) 
10 continue 

return 
end 

subroutine bessji(n,np,bessj,x) 
c subroutine to calculate spherical bessel functions of the first kind 
c from 0 order to n order stored in array j 

parameter(iacc=200,bigno-1e15,bigni~le-15) 

real pi 
integer n,np 
complex x,xxxx 
complex bessj(-l:np) 
complex bjp,bj,factor,bjm 

if (n.lt.3) .then 
n=3 
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endit 

xx-cabs (x) 
pi"4.*atan(1.0) 
xxxx-x 
it (xx.gt.32760) then 

xxxx-x-2*pi*int(x/2./pil 
endif 

if (xx.lt.n) then 

c Use downward recurrence 

if (xx.eq.O) then 
bessj(O)""l. 
do 10 i"'l, n 

bessj(i)-O 
10 continue 

else 
m-2*«n+int(sqrt(float(iacc*n»»/2) 
do 15 j=O,n 

bessj(j)-O. 
15 continue 

bjpscmplx(O,O) 
bj .. cmplx(1,11 
do 20 j=m,l,-l 

bjm-(2.*j+ll/x*bj-bjp 
bjp .. bj 
bj"bjm 
xxx=cabs (bj I 
if (xxx.gt.biqnol then 

bj-bj*biqni 
bjp-bjp*biqni 
do 17 i-o,n 

bessj(i)-bessj(il*bigni 
17 continue 

endi! 
if (j.le.n) bessj(j)=bjp 

20 continue 
bessj(O) -bj 
factor-(csin(xxxx)/x)/bessj(O) 
do 30 j-O,n 

bessj (j)-factor*bessj (j) 
30 continue 

bessj(-l)-ccos(xxxx)/x 
endU 

else 

c Use upward recurrence 

40 
endif 

bessj(-l)=ccos(xxxx)/x 
bessj(O)=csin(xxxx)/x 
do 40 i=0,n-1 

bessj (i+l)=bessj(i)*(2.*i+l)/x-bessj (i-l) 
continue 
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return 
end 

subroutine bessj(n,np,bessj,x) 
c subroutine to calculate spherical bessel functions of the first kind 
c from -1 order to n order stored in array j 

parameter(iaccs200,bigno-1e20,bigni~1e-20) 

inteqer n,np 
real bessj(-1:np),x,xx,pi 
real bjp,bj,factor,ax 
pi-4.*atan(1.0) 
XX-X-2*pi*int(x/2./pi) 
if (n.lt.3) then 

n-3 
endif 

if (x.lt.n) then 

c.Use downward recurrence 

ax-abs(x) 
axx-x-2*pi*int(ax/2./pi) 

if (ax.eq.O) then 
bessj(0)-1. 
do 10 i"1, n 

bessj(i)"O 
10 continue 

else 

15 

17 

m-2*«n+int(sqrt(float(iacc*n»»/2) 
do 15 j"O,n 

bessj(j) .. o. 
continue 
bjp-O. 
bj-1. 
do 20 jam, 1,-1 

bjm-(2.*j+1)/ax*bj-bjp 
bjp-bj 
bj-bjm 
if(abs(bj).qt.bigno) then 

endif 

bj"'bj*bigni 
bjp-bjp*bigni 
do 17 i'-O,n 

bessj (i)-bessj (i) *bigni 
continue 

if (j.le.n) bessj(j)=bjp 
20 continue 

bessj(O)=bj 
factor=(sin(axx)/ax)/bessj(O) 
do 30 j=O,n 

bessj(j).-factor*bessj(j) 
if (x.lt.0.and.mod(n,2).eq.1) bessj(j)=-bessj(j) 
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30 continue 
bessj(-l)=cos(xx)/x 

endi! 

else 

c Use upward recurrence 

40 

bessj(-l)-COS(XX)/X 
bessj(o)=sin(xx)/x 
do 40 i-O,n-l 

bessj(i+l)=bessj(i)*(2.*i+l)/x-bessj(i-l) 
continue 

endi! 
return 
end 
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